Controllers 11a, 11b that operate and execute a program programmed by a variable name and communication units 12a, 12b that communicate with other nodes connected to a network are provided. The controllers store and retain a variable table that associates the variable name with a real address that identifies an area in which data corresponding to the variable name is stored, and the communication units store and retain communication setup information that identifies a variable name that is a subject of communications with other nodes. When a system starts up, the communication units independently solve by making an inquiry to the controllers about a real address corresponding to the variable name stored in the communication setup information, and store and retain a temporary internal table that associates the variable name with the real address.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag Name</th>
<th>Communication Unit No.</th>
<th>Reception Tag Name</th>
<th>Communication Cycle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>READY</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Switch1</td>
<td>5ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Switch2</td>
<td>1ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 6B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag Name</th>
<th>Communication Unit No.</th>
<th>Reception Tag Name</th>
<th>Communication Cycle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>START</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Switch1</td>
<td>7ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Switch2</td>
<td>1ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Communication Setup

Some settings of different cycles exist for a same reception Tag name. Is it OK to integrate them into the fastest cycle?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication</th>
<th>Tag Name</th>
<th>Current Communication</th>
<th>Communication Cycle after a Change is Made</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unit No.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>READY</td>
<td>5ms</td>
<td>5ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>START</td>
<td>7ms</td>
<td>5ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Target: Unit#1  Reception Tag Name: Switch1

Yes  No
**Fig. 9**

### Connection Table #1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CID</th>
<th>Communication Buffer Table No.</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1#2-001</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>OUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1#2-002</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>OUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1#2-003</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>IN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Connection Table #2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CID</th>
<th>Communication Buffer Table No.</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1#2-001</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1#2-002</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1#2-003</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>OUT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Fig. 13**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CID</th>
<th>Communication Buffer Table No.</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1#2-001</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>IN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 14**

- **Connection Table #1**
  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CID</th>
<th>Communication Buffer Table No.</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1#2-001</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2#1-001</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>OUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2#1-002</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>OUT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Connection Table #2**
  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CID</th>
<th>Communication Buffer Table No.</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1#2-001</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>OUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2#1-001</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2#1-002</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>IN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 19

### Connection Table #1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CID</th>
<th>Communication Buffer Table No.</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1#2-001</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>OUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1#2-002</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>OUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2#1-001</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>IN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Connection Table #2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CID</th>
<th>Communication Buffer Table No.</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1#2-001</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1#2-002</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2#1-001</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>OUT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Fig 23A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CID</th>
<th>Communication Buffer Area</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1/2-001</td>
<td>Bf1</td>
<td>OUT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fig 23B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CID</th>
<th>Communication Buffer Area</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1/2-001</td>
<td>Bf11</td>
<td>IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1/2-002</td>
<td>Bf12</td>
<td>OUT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 25
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CID</th>
<th>Communication Buffer Area</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1#2-001</td>
<td>Bf1</td>
<td>IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2#1-001</td>
<td>Bf2</td>
<td>OUT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CID</th>
<th>Communication Buffer Area</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1#2-001</td>
<td>Bf11</td>
<td>OUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2#1-001</td>
<td>Bf12</td>
<td>IN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention

[0002] The invention relates to a programmable controller and communication unit, and a controller system and a method of processing data, and methods of solving variables and of handing data.

[0003] 2. Description of the Related Art

[0004] A programmable controller (PLC) is used as a controller of Factory Automation (FA) installed in a production plant (manufacturing floor). The PLC consists of a plurality of units. In other words, it is comprised of a proper combination of a power supply unit of power supply source, CPU unit that takes control of PLC as a whole, input unit that inputs a signal from such input devices as switches or sensors attached in place in production or facility equipment, output unit that gives control output to such output devices as actuators, etc., communication unit for connecting to a communication network, etc.

[0005] Control in the CPU unit of PLC will be exercised by cyclically repeating the steps of taking into an I/O memory of the CPU unit a signal from the input device that has been entered at the input unit (IN refresh); performing logical operations based on a user program written in a user program descriptive language (for example, a ladder language) that has been registered in advance (performance of arithmetic operations); writing result of the executed operations into the I/O memory and sending it out to the output unit (OUT refresh); and subsequently transmitting/receiving data to/from other PLCs on the communication network by way of the communication unit, or transmitting/receiving data to/from any external device by way of a communication port provided in the CPU unit (peripheral processes). In addition, as a result of OUT refresh, the output unit obtains an output signal from the CPU unit. Then, the output unit actuates the output devices based on the output signal.

[0006] In general, a user assigns a variable name to each of controls (control components) or internal contacts that are controlled by the input or output devices, so as to identify them easily. To cite an example of a variable name, one switch is assigned a variable name “Switch1” and another “Switch2”. In other example, an internal contact to be taken in from other PLC for starting operations is assigned a variable name “READY”, while an internal contact to be taken in from other PLC for stopping operations is assigned a variable name “STOP”. Then, using a programming tool, the user creates/edit a user program, and then can describe the contacts by the variable names.

[0007] On the other hand, when PLC executes a user program, it stores status of the input devices or that of the internal contacts or execution result of the user program in a specific area of a data memory in the CPU unit. Then, the data memory is allocated to the memory, and a memory address makes one-to-one correspondence with the data (input signal from the input devices, internal contacts, execution result of the user program). In fact, when PLC executes a user program, it is based on a physical address of the memory, and not on a variable name. In addition, a user program described by a variable name will be compiled when it is stored into a user memory of the CPU unit of PLC. The compilation converts the variable name in the user program into a physical address. What the CPU unit actually executes is the program after being compiled, and contacts are programs expressed by physical addresses.

[0008] In addition, in recent years, a distributed controller system is used wherein a plurality of PLCs are connected by a network, by control of FA as a whole is exercised by making collaboration, performing synchronized operation, etc., while sending and receiving data among the PLCs. Accordingly, in a network to which a plurality of PLCs are connected, transmission and reception of data actively take place among PLCs.

[0009] In general, to receive/transmit data between PLCs, addresses of data memories in the CPU units of the 2 PLCs one of which is sending and the other of which is receiving should be specified. The addressing could be implemented, if memories were allocated as described above and if it were known in advance which device contact corresponded to which memory address. In this case, a user should create a user program by using a physical address. Thus, the user who is the program author must be familiar with such internal structure as allocation of data addresses of PLC to/from which data is transmitted/receive or program structure, which would be complicated. In addition, if a physical address to which access is made is changed once the user program has been created, the user program should also be modified, which would be trouble some. Another problem is that if the user modifies the user program, it should be monitored whether the physical address of the other end is changed or not.

[0010] In order to solve the problem, as with the invention disclosed in Japan unexamined patent publication No.11-184508, for instance, a program controller is provided that allows access to data by the variable name, while still enabling use of an official variable name on the communication device to access data.

[0011] In the invention disclosed in the Japan unexamined patent publication No.11-184508, a controller (CPU unit) was provided with a variable name conversion means that converted a variable name, which was a function name, into a physical address (real address) when other controller requested for access to a variable. This allows each PLC to send/receive data to/from other PLC by using a variable name, which will be very convenient to the user and can eliminate the need for changing a program as a result of transfer of data.

[0012] In the conventional technique described above, as the controller carried out communication processes involving conversion between a variable name and real address, load concentrated on the controller. In order to smoothly execute cyclic processes for taking control of the above-mentioned FA while addressing the conversion process between the variable name and real address, the controller should have enhanced resource/performance. Since increase in the number of PLCs comprising the distributed controller system adds to transmission/reception of data using variable names between PLCs, resources of the controller must be further built up. As the cyclic communication capacity
(volume of data, number of nodes, etc.) depends on a controller, the capabilities of the distributed controller system have their limits.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0013] The invention is intended to provide a program controller and communication unit, and a controller system and a method of processing data, and a method of solving variables, wherein when communications is established between program controllers, not only convenience of allowing variable names to be used for setup of communications is maintained, but also resources of the controller (CPU unit) for carrying out communication processes no longer needs to be increased.

[0014] The program controller according to the invention is comprised a controller that executes operations of a programmed program, and a programmable controller provided with a communication unit that communicates with other communication units through a network, wherein the controller has a memory means of storing a table of variables that associates variable names with real addresses that identify areas where data associated with the variable names is stored, wherein the communication unit has a communication setup information memory device for storing communication setup information that identifies variable names targeted for communications among the other communication units, and where in the communication unit comprises a variable solution device that acquires the real addresses corresponding to the variable names stored by the communication setup information memory device by making inquiries about them to the controller with predetermined timing, and stores and retains the table that associates the variable names with the real addresses. The invention is capable of setting communications by using the variable names to the communication units, when it sets up communications in advance to establish communications among the programmable controllers. In addition, since the communication units checks with the controller about variable names when setting communications, the communication units can always obtain correct information on the variable names. The invention addresses the programmable controller of a first embodiment and the programmable controller including the communication unit on the side of the originator of a second embodiment.

[0015] The communication setup information shall be information that associates the variable names targeted for the communications, reception attributes, sender addresses of data targeted for communication, and variable names at the sender. The communication units can be configured to comprise a means for requesting the communication unit at the sender address for identification information for identifying data to be transmitted, and a means that associates with the real addresses the identification information sent from the communication unit at the sender address in response to the request and stores it, and that enables provision to the controller of data transmitted together with the identification information during communications. What we meant here by “enables provision” is that, as shown in the embodiment, the communication units may write to shared RAM from which the controller (CPU unit) can obtain data at given timing, or the communications units may transfer data to the controller. In short, it would be acceptable if the obtained data could be finally handed to the side of controller. In addition, the identification information corresponds to a cyclic communication IDs in the embodiment. This configuration is directed to the programmable controller that will be the side requesting for establishment of communications, if communications is established with other communication unit. In other words, it addresses the second programmable controller of the first embodiment. Also, if communications could be established, the communication unit could do without increasing resources of the controller (CPU unit) as it hands to the controller data it obtained through communications.

[0016] In addition, the communication setup information shall be information that associates the variable names targeted for the communications with transmission attributes, and the communication unit can be configured to comprise a means of sending back the identification information of the data, when it receives from the communication unit, which is other party of communications, a request for acquisition of identification information for identifying data to be communicated with the communication unit, which is the other party of the communications, and a means of transmitting the data targeted for communications with the identification information attached thereto. In addition, identification information corresponds to cyclic communication ID in the embodiment. This configuration is directed to a programmable controller on the side that is requested to establish communications, when communications is established with other communication unit. In other words, it addresses the first programmable controller of the first embodiment. Then, communications can be established with any programmable controller having the configuration described in the last paragraph. If communications could be established, the communication unit could do without increasing resources of the controller (CPU unit) in order to process communications, because it hands to the controller data it obtained by communicating.

[0017] On one hand, the communication unit of the invention suitable for implementation of the programmable controller mentioned above shall be a communication unit that connects, through a system bath, the controller provided with a table of variables that associates variable names with real addresses where data associated with the variable names is stored, wherein the communication unit is configured to comprise a communication setup information memory device for storing communication setup information that identifies variable names targeted for communications in the communication unit, and a variable solution device that obtains real addresses associated with the variable names stored in the communication setup information memory device, by making inquiries about them to the controller with predetermined timing, and stores and retains the table that associates the obtained real addresses with the variable names. The communication unit of this invention can use variable names to the communication unit in order to set communications, when it does setup of communications, in advance, for communicating with other communication units. Since the communication unit checks variable names with the controller when setting communications, the communication unit can always obtain correct information on the variable names. In addition, the communication unit of the invention addresses the communication unit on the side of originator of the second embodiment as well as the first and second communication units of the first embodiment.
Then, the communication setup information shall be information that associates the variable names targeted for the communications, reception attributes, sender addresses of data targeted for communication, and variable names at the sender, and the communication unit can be configured to comprise a means of requesting the communication unit at a sender address for acquisition of identification information for identifying data to be communicated, and a means that associates the identification information sent from the communication unit at the sender address in response to the request and stores it, and that enables provision to the controller of data transmitted together with the identification information during communications.

In addition, the communication setup information shall be information that associates the variable names targeted for the communication with transmission attributes, and can be designed to transmit a means of sending back identification information corresponding to the data, and the data targeted for communications with the identification information attached, when an identification information acquisition request for identifying data to be communicated is received from the communication unit of other end of communications is received.

In addition, the controller system according to the invention is configured by a plurality of programmable controllers that are connected through the network, and can be such configured that the plurality of programmable controllers include at least one each of programmable controller mentioned at least in Claim 2 and the programmable controller mentioned in Claim 3, and that transmission and reception of data among the plurality of programmable controllers are carried out by using the identification information and identifying the data. A controller system according to the invention can do advance communication setup by using variable names. In order to transmit/receive data between mutual program controllers, it can also establish communications and both can share data. It can save resources of a controller (CPU unit) for executing processes for data transmission/reception among the programmable controllers.

In addition, the variable solution method according to the invention is a variable solution method in the programmable controller provided with the controller that operates and executes a programmed program, and shall be the method wherein the communication unit that communicates with other communication units through the network, wherein the controller has a means of storing the table of variables that associates variable names with corresponding real addresses, wherein the communication unit has a communication setup information memory device of storing communication setup information that identifies the variable names to be targeted for communications among other communication units, wherein the communication unit, with predetermined timing, makes inquiries to the controller about the real addresses corresponding to the variable names stored in the communication setup information memory device, wherein the controller sends back the real addresses corresponding to the variable names in response to the inquiries, wherein the communication unit creates the table that associates the real addresses that have been sent back with the variable names targeted for communications, and stores it in the memory means. The method enables variable names to be used for advance communication setup. As the communication unit obtains information on variable names from the CPU unit, it can always obtain correct information and is thus immune from acquisition of incorrect information.

In the method, the communication setup information is information that associates the variable names targeted for the communications, reception attributes, sender addresses of data targeted for communications, and variable names at senders, and the communication unit enables provision to the controller of data transmitted together with the identification information during communications, by not only issuing a request for acquisition of identification information that identifies data to be communicated and obtaining the identification information transmitted from the communication unit at the sender address in response to the request, but also associating the acquired identification information with the real addresses and storing it.

In addition, a method of processing data in the communication unit according to the invention is a method of processing data in the communication unit that connects by way of a system bus to the controller provided with a table of variable names that associates variable names with real addresses where data associated with the variable names is stored, wherein the method is designed to store and retain communication setup information that identifies variable names targeted for communications among the communication units of other end of communication, and to store and retain a table that associates the real addresses sent back from the controller with the variable names, by not only extracting variable names stored in the stored and retained communication setup information but also making inquiries about the real addresses associated with the extracted variable names to the controller. This method allows variable names to be used for advance communication setup. As the communication unit obtains information on variable names from the CPU unit, it can always obtain correct information and is thus immune from acquisition of incorrect information.

Furthermore, the variable solution method in the controller system according to the invention is a variable solution method in a controller system that not only comprises a plurality of programmable controllers provided with a controller that operates and executes a programmed program and a communication unit that communicates with other communication units through a network and that is but also such configured that the plurality of programmable controllers is connected to the network, and is the method wherein the controller stores a table of variables that associates the variable names and real addresses where data associated with the variable names is stored, wherein the communication unit stores communication setup information that associates variable names for identifying variable names to be targeted for communications with other communication units, transmission/reception attributes, sender addresses of data, and variable names at senders, wherein the communication unit, with predetermined timing, makes inquiries to the controller about real addresses associated with variable names stored in the communication setup information, wherein the controller sends back the real addresses associated with the variable names in response to the inquiries, wherein the communication unit creates and stores a table that associates the real addresses that have been sent back and variable names targeted for commun
ations, the communication unit further detects the transmission/reception attributes, and if it is reception attribute, issues a request to the communication unit at the sender address specified based on the sender addresses, for acquisition of identification information that identifies data to be communicated, and not only acquires identification information sent from the communication unit at the sender address in response to the request, but also enables provision to the controller data transmitted together with the identification information during communications, by associating the acquired identification information and the sent back real addresses. This method enables variable names to be used for advance communication setup. As the communication unit obtains information on variable names from the CPU unit, it can always obtain correct information and is thus immune from acquisition of incorrect information. Then, communication is established for data transmission/reception between both mutual programmable controllers, so that both can share data. In addition, the method can save resources of the controller (CPU unit) designed to process data transmission/reception among the programmable controllers.

[0025] In addition when the variable solution method described in the last paragraph is applied to the method of handing data, the method shall be the method of handing data in a controller system that comprises a plurality of programmable controllers provided with a controller that operates and executes a program programmed by means of variables, and a communication unit that communicates with other nodes connected to network, but also the plurality of programmable controllers are connected through the network and configures, wherein variables are solved by the variable solution method described in the last paragraph and the communication units connected through the network can transmit/receive data with the identification information attached.

[0026] In addition, the communication units that have data on reception attributes transmit a cyclic period of data targeted for cyclic communications to the communication units that have the transmission attributes, and the communication units having the transmission attributes and received the cyclic period can transmit corresponding data assigned the identification information for each of the cyclic period.

[0027] [New]

[0028] A programmable controller according to the invention is comprised of a controller that operates and executes a programmed program, and a programmable controller that comprises a communication unit communicating with other communication units through a network, wherein the controller has a table of variables that associates real addresses of memories where data is stored and variable names corresponding to the data, and stores them, wherein the communication unit is configured to comprise a communication setup information memory device that stores communication setup information that identifies variable names targeted for communications, and a variable solution device that obtains, with predetermined timing, a table that associates the variable names targeted for communication with buffer areas and stores them, and the real addresses corresponding to the variable names stored in the table, by making inquiries to the controller, and stores and retains the table that associates the variable names and the obtained real addresses.

[0029] When doing communications setup in advance for communications among programmable controllers, the programmable controller can do so by using variable names to communication units. The communication units can reliably and accurately obtain information on the variable names from the CPU unit. In addition, since the communication units store information on association between variable names and real addresses, processing capacity of the communication units when data is communicated between controllers will expand, thereby reducing load on the CPU unit. The controllers herein correspond to the CPU unit of the embodiment. In addition, the table shall have information on variable names of data targeted for communications, and includes the communication buffer table of the embodiments 2 to 4 and the assembly table of the embodiments 5 and 6. The invention addresses not only the programmable controllers (on the side of originator) of each of the second to sixth embodiments, but also the programmable controllers (on the side of originator) in the variants of each of the second to sixth embodiments.

[0030] Said communication setup information is the information that associates the variable names targeted for the communications, transmission and reception attributes, sender addresses of the data targeted for communications, and variable names at the senders, and the communication units can be configured to have a means of requesting the communication unit at the sender address to acquire identification information for identifying data to be communicated, and a means of storing and associating the identification information transmitted from the communication unit at the sender address in response to the request with real addresses obtained by the variable solution device, and enabling provision to the controller of data transmitted together with the identification information during communications. The configuration addresses the programmable controllers (on the side of originator) of the second to fourth embodiments, and the programmable controllers (on the side of originator) in variants of the second to fourth embodiments.

[0031] In addition, the table of the communication units can be configured to be an assembly table in which the variable names targeted for communications, assembly names that grouped the variable names, and buffer areas are associated and stored, and the communication setup information of the communication units can be configured as the information that associates the assembly names targeted for the communications, transmission and reception attributes, sender addresses of the data targeted for communications, and assembly names at the sender. The configuration addresses the programmable controllers (on the side of originator) of the fifth and sixth embodiments, and the programmable controllers (on the side of originator) of the fifth and sixth embodiments.

[0032] A programmable controller according to the invention is comprised of a controller that operates and executes a programmed program, and a programmable controller provided with a communication unit that communicates with other communication units through a network, wherein the controller has a variable table that associates and stores real
addresses of a memory where data is stored with variable names corresponding to the data, wherein the communication unit is configured to have a variable solution device that, with predetermined timing, obtains a table that associates and stores variable names and buffer areas targeted for communications with the other communication units, and real addresses associated with the variable names stored in the table, by making inquiries to the controller, and stores and retains a table that associates the variable names and the obtained real addresses, and a communication establishment process means that receives communication setup information for identifying the variable names targeted for communications from other communication units. When doing communications setup in advance for communications among programmable controllers, the programmable controller can do so by variable names to the communication unit. In addition, when executing communication establishment process, the communication unit can reliably check with the CPU unit about information on variable names, and thus prevent any error in establishment of communications. Also, as the communication unit stores information on association between variable names and real addresses on its side, and, using the information, can do a part of the process for communicating data among controllers, it can reduce load on the CPU unit. The controller herein corresponds to the CPU unit. In addition, a table shall have information on variable names of data targeted for communications, and includes the communication buffer tables of the embodiment 2 to 4 and the assembly tables of the embodiment 5 and 6. The invention addresses the programmable controllers on the side of target in the second to sixth embodiments, and the programmable controllers on the side of target in the variants of the second to sixth embodiments.

 Said communication setup information to be received by the communication establishment process means includes the variable names targeted for the communications and transmission/reception attributes, the communication establishment process means generates connection identification information for data communications with other communication units when receiving the communication setup information, and transmits the generated identification information to the other communication units, and the communication unit can be configured to comprise a means of enabling provision to the controller of the data transmitted together with the identification information from the other communication units. The configuration addresses the programmable controllers on the side of target of the second to fourth embodiments. In addition, the table of the communication unit can be configured to be an assembly table in which variable names targeted for communications, assembly names that grouped the variable names, and buffer areas are associated and stored, and communication setup information of the communication unit can be configured as the information that associates the assembly names targeted for communications, transmission and reception attributes, sender addresses of the data targeted for communications, and assembly names at the sender. The configuration addresses the programmable controllers on the side of target of the fifth and sixth embodiments.

 A programmable controller according to the invention is comprised of a controller that operates and executes a programmed program, and a programmable controller provided with a communication unit that communicates with other communication units through a network, wherein the controller has a variable table that associates and stores real addresses of a memory where data is stored with variable names corresponding to the data, wherein the communication unit has a table that associates and stores the variable names and buffer areas targeted for communications with the other communication units, and a communication establishment process means that receives communication setup information for identifying the variable names targeted for communications from the other communication units, and the communication unit is configured to comprise a variable solution device that obtains, with timing after the communication establishment process means received the communication setup information, real addresses associated with the variable names included in the communication setup information, by making inquiries to the controller, and stores and retains a table that associates the variable names with the obtained real addresses. The programmable controller is based on the assumption that a user programs by using a variable name, or does communication setup for communication units of the controller by using a variable name. Then, the controller stores in a table information that associates a variable with a real address. The communication unit then makes an inquiry to the CPU unit about information on the variable name, with the timing after the communication establishment process means received the communication setup information. This allows the communication unit to reliably and accurately check with the CPU unit about the information on the variable name, when the communication establishment process is executed. In addition, since the communication unit stores information on association between the variable name and real address on its side, and, using the information, can do a part of the process for data communications among controllers, it can reduce load on the CPU unit. The controller herein corresponds to the CPU unit of the embodiment. In addition, a table shall have information on the variable names of data targeted for communications, and include the communication buffer tables of the embodiments 2 to 4, and the assembly tables of the embodiments 5 and 6. The invention addresses the programmable controllers on the side of target in variants of the second to sixth embodiments.

 In the programmable controller, the communication setup information received by the communication establishment process means includes the variable name targeted for the communication and transmission/reception attributes, the communication establishment process means generates connection identification information to be data communicated with other communication units when receiving the communication setup information, and transmits the generated identification information to the other communication units, and the communication unit is configured to comprise a means that enables provision to the controller of the data transmitted together with the identification information from the other communication units. The invention addresses the programmable controller on the side of target in variants of the second to fourth embodiments.

 In addition, the programmable controller can configure a table of the communication unit to be an assembly table in which variable names targeted for communications, assembly names that grouped the variable names, and buffer area are associated and stored, and the communication setup information of the communication unit to be the information that associates the assembly names targeted for the communications, transmission and reception attributes, sender
addresses of the data targeted for communications, and assembly names at the sender. The invention addresses the programmable controllers on the side of target in variants of the fifth and sixth embodiments.

[0037] On one hand, a communication unit according to the invention that is suitable for implementation of the programmable controller mentioned above not only connects, through a system bus, to the controller provided with a variable table that associates and stores real addresses of a memory where data is stored with variable names of the data, but also is a communication unit that communicates with other communication units through the network and is configured to have, within the communication unit, a communication setup information memory device that stores communication setup information identifying variable names targeted for communications, and a variable solution device that obtains, with predetermined timing, a table that associates and stores the variable names targeted for communications and buffer areas, and the real addresses associated with the variable names in the table, by making inquiries to the controller, and stores and retains a table that associates the variable names and the obtained real addresses. The communication unit of the invention can reliably and accurately obtain information on association between the variable names and real addresses from the CPU unit. Also, as it stores information that associates the variable name with the real name, for example, processing capacity of the communication unit when communicating data among other communication units expands, and thus load on the CPU Unit can be reduced only for the expansion. A table that refers to information on the variable names of the data targeted for communications when the variable solution device of the communication unit makes inquiries to the controller shall include the communication buffer tables of the embodiments 2 to 4 and the assembly tables of the embodiments 5 and 6. The communication unit of the invention shall include the first and second communication units of the second to sixth embodiments. It also includes the communication unit on the side of originator in variants of the second to sixth embodiments.

[0038] A method of solving variables according to the invention is a method of solving variables in a programmable controller provided with a controller that operates and executes a programmed program and a communication unit that communicates with other communication units through a network, wherein the controller has a variable table that associates and stores real addresses of a memory where data is stored with variable names corresponding to the data, the communication unit has a communication setup information memory device that stores communication setup information identifying variable names targeted for communications with other communication units, and a table that associates and stores the variable names targeted for communications and buffer areas, the communication unit makes an inquiry to the controller about the real addresses corresponding to the variable names stored in the table, in response to the inquiry the controller sends back the real address corresponding to the variable name by referring to the variable table, and the communication unit creates and stores a table that associates the returned real address with the variable name targeted for communications. The method allows the communication unit to reliably and accurately check with the CPU unit about the variable name. As it receives information directly from the CPU unit itself, the communication unit can always obtain correct information and is immune from acquisition of incorrect information. The method of solving variables is executed in the communication units on the side of originator of the second to sixth embodiments and also in the communication units on the side of originator of the second to sixth embodiments.

[0039] A communication unit according to the invention not only connects, by way of a system bus, to a controller provided with a variable table that associates and stores real addresses of a memory where data is stored and variable names corresponding to the data, but also establishes communications with other communication units through a network, and is configured to comprise a table that associates and stores, within the communication unit, variable names targeted for communications and buffer areas, communication establishment process means that receives a communication establishment request for identifying the variable name targeted communications, and the variable solution device that obtains, with predetermined timing, real addresses associated with the variable names stored in the table, by making an inquiry to the controller, and stores and retains a table that associates the variable name and the obtained real address. The communication unit of this invention can reliably and accurately obtain information on association between a variable name and real address from the CPU unit. Also, as it stores information that associates the variable name with the real name, for example, processing capacity of the communication unit when communicating data among other communication units expands, and thus load on the CPU Unit can be reduced only for the expansion. The table that refers to information on the variable names of the data targeted for communications when the variable solution device of the communication unit makes an inquiry to the controller shall include the communication buffer tables of the embodiments 2 to 4 and the assembly tables of the embodiments 5 and 6. The communication unit of the invention addresses the communication units on the side of target of the second to sixth embodiments and the communication units on the side of target in variants of the second to sixth embodiments.

[0040] A method of solving variables according to this invention is the method of solving variables in a programmable controller provided with a controller that operates and executes a programmed program and a programmable controller that communicates with other communication units through a network, wherein the controller has a variable table that associates and stores real addresses of a memory where data is stored with variable names corresponding to the data, the communication unit has a communication setup information memory device that stores communication setup information identifying variable names targeted for communications from other communication units, and a table that associates and stores the variable names targeted for communications and buffer areas, the communication unit makes an inquiry to the controller about the real address associated with variable names stored in the table, in response to the request the controller refers to the variable table and sends back the real address associated with the variable name, and the communication unit creates and stores a table that associates the returned real address with the variable name targeted for communications. This method allows the communication unit to reliably obtain the real address associated with the variable name from the CPU unit. Since it receives the information directly from the CPU
unit itself, the communication unit can always obtain correct information and is immune from acquisition of incorrect information. The method of solving variables is executed in the communication units on the side of target of the second to sixth embodiments and in the communication units on the side of target in variants of the second to sixth embodiments.

[0041] A communication unit according to this invention not only connects, by way of a system bus, to a controller provided with a variable table that associates and stores real addresses of a memory where data is stored and variable names corresponding to the data, but also is a communication unit that communicates with other communication units through a network, and is configured to have a table that associates and stores in the communication unit variable names targeted for communications with other communication units and buffer areas, a communication establishment process means that receives a communication establishment request for identifying the variable names targeted for communications from the other communication units, and a variable solution device that obtains, with the timing after the communication establishment process means receives a communication establishment request, the real address associated with the variable name included in the communication establishment request, by making an inquiry to the controller, and stores and retains a table that associates the variable name and the obtained real address. The communication unit of the invention can reliably and accurately obtain information on association between a variable name and real address from the CPU unit. As it also stores information that associates a variable name with real address, for example, processing capacity of the communication unit when communicating data with other communication units expands and thus load on CPU unit can be reduced only worth for the expansion. A table that refers to the information on the variable names of the data targeted for communications when the variable solution device of the communication unit makes an inquiry to the controller shall include the communication buffer tables of the embodiments 2 to 4 and the assembly tables of the embodiments 5 and 6. The communication unit of the invention addresses the communication units on the side of target of the second to sixth embodiments and the communication units on the side of target in variants of the second to sixth embodiments.

[0042] A method of solving variables according to the invention is a method of solving variables in a programmable controller provided with a controller that operates and executes a programmed program and a communication unit that communicates with other communication units through a network, wherein the controller has a variable table that associates and stores real addresses of a memory where data is stored and variable names corresponding to the data, the communication unit has a communication establishment process means that received a communication establishment request for identifying variable names targeted for communications from other communication units, and a table that associates and stores the variable names targeted for communications and buffer areas, the communication unit makes an inquiry to the controller about the real address associated with the variable name included in the communication establishment request when it receives the communication establishment request for identifying the variable name targeted for communications from the other communication units, in response to the inquiry the controller refers to the variable table and sends back the real address associated with the variable name, and the communication unit creates and stores a table that associates the returned real address with the variable name targeted for communications. This method allows the communication unit to reliably obtain a real address associated with a variable name from the CPU unit. Since it receives information directly from the CPU unit, the communication unit can always receive correct information and is immune from acquisition of incorrect information. The method of solving variables is executed in the communication units on the side of target in variants of the second to sixth embodiments.

[0043] A controller system according to the invention is comprised of a controller system to which a plurality of programmable controllers are connected through a network, wherein the plurality of programmable controllers include at least one each of the programmable controllers on the side of originator and of target, respectively, and data transmission and reception among the plurality of programmable controllers are carried out by using the identification information and specifying the data.

[0044] A controller system according to the invention is a controller system to which a plurality of programmable controllers on the side of originator and those on the side of target are connected through a network, wherein communication setup information about a target of communication is stored in either one of the communication unit on the sending side of the communication target or on the receiving side, the communication setup information to be stored is the information that associates the variable name of a local station targeted for the communications, variable names of a distant office, information for distinguishing transmission/reception, and address information that specifies the distant office of communications, the communication unit provided with the communication setup information has the capability of issuing a communication establishment request together with at least variable name of the distant office, the communication unit without the communication setup information has the capability of determining whether or not to permit a request for the communication setup request, and has the capability of issuing enabling acknowledgement together with a connection ID to be used in communications if the request is permitted, and it is configured that communications between the communication units are established by using the connection ID and specifying a communication action.

[0045] In addition, the connection ID is set in a group that groups a plurality of communication targets having same communication conditions, and use of the connection ID can also have the configuration that enables more than one communication target altogether.

[0046] In any controller system mentioned above, communication is established in order to transmit and receive data between programmable controllers of each other, and both of them can share data. When the communication is established, as the communication unit has information on association between the variable name and real address, processing capacity of the communication unit expands, and thus load on CPU unit can be reduced.

[0047] In this invention, communications can be set up by using variable names to a communication unit, when advance communication setup for communications between programmable controllers is done. A communication unit
can reliably and accurately obtain information on variable names from CPU unit. In addition, when communications is established between the programmable controllers, processing capacity of the communication unit expands, and thus load on the CPU unit can be reduced.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 shows an example of a network system to which this invention is applied.

FIG. 2 shows internal structure of a controller (CPU unit) and communication unit in a first embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 3 illustrates the principle of operation of the first embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 4 is a sequence diagram between the controller (CPU unit) and communication unit.

FIG. 5 shows another embodiment.

FIGS. 6A and 6B show an example of the input screen of communication setup tool.

FIG. 7 shows an example of the input screen of the communication setup tool.

FIG. 8 illustrates the principle of operation of a second embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 9 shows an example of the data structure of a connection table to be created by the second embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 10 illustrates the principle of operation of a variant of the second embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 11 illustrates the principle of operation of a third embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 12 illustrates the principle of operation of the third embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 13 shows an example of the data structure of a connection table to be created by the third embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 14 shows an example of the data structure of a connection table to be created by the third embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 15 illustrates the principle of operation of the variant of the third embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 16 illustrates the principle of operation of the variant of the third embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 17 illustrates the principle of operation of a fourth embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 18 illustrates the principle of operation of the fourth embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 19 shows an example of the data structure of a connection table to be created by the fourth embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 20 illustrates the principle of operation of the variant of the fourth embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 21 illustrates the principle of operation of the variant of the fourth embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 22 illustrates the principle of operation of a fifth embodiment of the invention.

FIGS. 23A and 23B show an example of the data structure of a connection table to be created by the fifth embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 24 illustrates the principle of operation of the variant of the fifth embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 25 illustrates the principle of operation of a sixth embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 26 shows an example of the data structure of a connection table to be created by the sixth embodiment of the invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

FIG. 1 shows an example of a network system to be constructed by a programmable controller according to the invention. The example illustrates a distributed control system constructed by 2 PLCs. In other words, a first PLC 10a and second PLC 10b are connected by way of the network 15.

In the example shown in FIG. 1, the first PLC 10a comprises a first CPU unit that operates and executes a user program, and cyclically executes I/O refresh or peripheral processes, a first communication unit 12a that establishes communications with other nodes, I/O units 13a that connect input/output devices, other units 14a, etc. These units are connected by way of a system bus. Other units 14a include a power supply unit that supplies power to respective units, master unit for conducting master-slave communications, etc., for example. In addition, more than one unit of same kind may be linked. Additionally, a second PLC 10b comprises a second CPU unit 11b that operates and executes a user program, and cyclically executes I/O refresh or peripheral processes, second communication unit 12b that establishes communications with other nodes, I/O units 13b that connect input/output devices, other units 14b, etc. The second units 14b include a power supply unit that supplies power to respective units or master-slave unit for conducting communications, etc., for example. In addition, more than one unit of same kind may be linked. Although in FIG. 1, both of the first PLC 10a and second PLC 10b are formed by linking 4 units, the number of units comprising each PLC is not always same and units to be linked may increase or decrease as necessary.

In this system, action of a motor M connected to the second PLC 10b is controlled according to input signals from first and second switches SW1 and SW2 connected to the first PLC 10a. In other words, the motor M rotates and is driven when the first SW1 turns ON, and stops when the second switch 2 turns ON. Here, the second CPU unit 11b of the second PLC 10b requests the first PLC 10a (the first CPU unit 11a) to readout I/O information (ON/OFF data) in the first and second switches SW1 and SW2, and obtains the I/O information by means of a response from the first PLC 10a and controls action of the motor M.

FIG. 2 shows internal structure of the first and second CPU units 11a, 11b, and that of the first and second communication units 12a, 12b. Each unit of them is involved in processes for transmitting and receiving data
between the first PLC 10a and second PLC 10b. Since hardware configuration of each CPU unit 11a, 11b is identical, one is shown as a representative.

[0078] The first CPU unit 11a and second CPU unit 11b are what are called controllers. Both of the first and second CPU units 11a, 11b comprise a flash ROM 21 that can be a nonvolatile memory means of storing a user program, MPU 22 that executes the user program, SRAM 23 that can be volatile memory means for being used as a working memory while the MPU 22 executes an arithmetic operation and for storing IO information, and interface circuit 24 that communicates with other units. A main firmware program or various parameters (setup information) are contained in the flash ROM 21. Also, the interface circuit is connected to a system bus 26.

[0079] The first and second communication units 12a, 12b is connected to a flash ROM 31 that can be a nonvolatile memory means in which various types of programs or parameters, etc., are stored, MPU 32 that executes a program stored in the flash ROM 31, SRAM 33 that can be a volatile memory means, shared RAM 34 for supplying data to corresponding CPU unit, and the system bus 26, and comprises an interface circuit 35 that conducts communications with other units, communication controller 36 that actually transmits/receives data to/from other notes connected to the network 15, and communication interface circuit 37 connected to the network 15.

[0080] Here in the invention, both of the first and second CPU units 11a, 11b are designing to be able to execute a user program programmed by variable names (sometimes referred to as Tag, or a logical name) that are labels set by focusing on functions, and to access with the variable names (Tag). Cyclic communications to the first and second communication units 12a, 12b connected to the first and second CPU units 11a, 11b is designed to be conducted by using a connection ID, to be discussed later.

[0081] In this embodiment, in order to enable cyclic communications with the connection ID, not only the first and second CPU units 11a, 11b have a table of variables that associates variable names (Tag) with real addresses (local physical addresses in the PLCs), but also communication setup information on which data corresponding to which variable name is subject to the cyclic communications is registered in the first and second communication units 12a, 12b. A user generates the table of variables or communication setup information by using communication setup tool 30, and stores it in each unit. In addition, when the system starts up, the first and second communication units 12a, 12b independently solves a relationship between the variable names and real addresses by making an inquiry to the CPU unit (controller) about the real address of the registered variable name, and internally retains it as the table.

[0082] We describe specific process functions for executing the above processes, with reference to the figures from FIG. 3 forward. As shown in FIG. 3, the first and second CPU units 11a, 11b store and retain the table of variables that associates the variable names, data kind (type), and real addresses. This table of variables is stored in the flash ROM 21. In addition, data specified by the real address is stored in the SRAM 23.

[0083] In the case of FIG. 3, the first CPU unit 11a comprises the table of variables in which the variable names (Switch1, 2) that specify 2 switches, respectively, and the real addresses (DM100, DM101) that store IO data indicating ON/OFF of the 2 switches are associated. The second CPU unit 11b comprises the table of variables in which the variable names that signify driving (READY) and stopping (STOP) of the motor M and the real addresses (DM200, DM201) that store data corresponding to the variable names are associated. Finally, data stored in a memory area of DM100 of the first CPU unit 11a is stored in a memory area of DM200 of the second CPU unit 11b. Finally, data stored in a memory area of DM101 of the first CPU unit 11a is stored in a memory area of DM201 of the second CPU unit 11b. The second CPU unit 11b controls a motor M based on the data storing the real address in memory areas of DM200, DM201.

[0084] The first and second communication units 12a, 12b comprises communication setup information that specifies by their own units which data of which variable name is to be subject to cyclic communications. The communication setup information is stored in the flash ROM 31. The communication setup information has a table structure that associates variable names that specify data to be subject of the cyclic communications with type information that discriminates transmission/reception. In addition, for received data, it shall have a data structure that associates a node address of a sender where the received data is stored, a variable name to be used in the node, and interval of reception.

[0085] To be specific, communication setup information that is stored in the first communication unit 12a whose node address is #1 shall have the variable name “Switch1” and transmission/reception type of “transmission”. This means that the first communication unit #1 sends data whose variable name corresponds to “Switch1” when it receives the cyclic communications from other nodes. Similarly, communication setup information that is stored in the second communication unit 12b whose node address is #2 is used in the second CPU unit 11b connected to the second communication unit 12b, and shall have the variable name “READY” and transmission/reception type of “reception”. The “READY” is received data, and data corresponding to the “READY” is data having the variable name “Switch1” stored in the second CPU unit 11a. Thus, the communication setup information stored in the second communication unit 12b comprises data that associates the node address (#1) of the first CPU unit (the first PLC 10a) in which the data corresponding to “READY” is stored, the variable name “Switch1” in the first CPU unit, and reception period (5 ms), in addition to “READY” and “reception” described above. The communication setup information stored in the second communication unit 12a means that” not only the data whose variable name is set to be “READY” in the second CPU unit 11b to which itself is connected is stored in the node address (#1) with the variable name “Switch1”, but also that the second CPU unit 11b wishes to collect that data at intervals of 5 ms”.

[0086] In addition, although the second communication unit 11b, as communication setup information to store and retain, has information on other nodes such as the address (#1) of the node of the sender where necessary data to be received is stored and retained and the variable name (Switch1) in that node, the information on other nodes is set from the communication setup tool 30. In other words, the
communication setup tool 30 also registers the communication setup information to the first communication unit 12a. In addition, since a user who manipulates the communication setup tool 30 knows that data of the variable name "READY" to be used in the first CPU unit 11a is identical to that of the variable name "Switch1" to be used in the first CPU unit 1a, he/she can register by associating the node address, etc. of the first communication unit 12a, when registering in the second communication unit 12b. We will describe the setup process using the communication setup tool 30 later.

[00087] Then, MPU 32 for each communication unit 12a, 12b generates a temporary internal table based on the communication setup information stored in each of its own flash ROM 31, and the table of variables stored in the first and second CPU units, and stores the temporary internal table in the SRAM 33 that is a volatile memory. The temporary internal table is the table that associates variable names used in each of connected CPU units 11a, 11b, data type of the data corresponding to the variable names, and real addresses of the CPU unit that should record the data of the variable names.

[00088] In addition, although in the example shown in FIG. 3, we describe the communication setup information and temporary internal tables whose variable names are “Switch 1” and “READY”, needless to say, the communication setup information and temporary internal tables with variable names “Switch2” and “STOP” may also be set.

[00089] Next, with reference to FIG. 3 and FIG. 4, we specifically describe process procedures/functions of a name solution (tying of a variable and real address) that is mainly carried out by respective communication units. First, independent of each other, respective communication units 12a, 12b carry out variable solution (solution of a variable name and real address) a synchronously. In other words, when a unit control section 321 in MPU 32 recognizes that the condition for variable solution such as startup of a unit, etc. is met, respective communication units 12a, 12b initiate the variable solution process.

[00090] (0) Then, following this, a unit variable control section 32b in the MPU 32 reads out communication setup information through a variable information storage processor 32c that has been stored in the flash ROM 31 by the communication setup tool in advance.

[00091] Next, the variable solution process is carried out based on the read communication setup information. In other words,

[00092] (1) the unit variable control section 32b extracts a variable name from the read communication setup information, and transmits a solution request message to the CPU unit on the same system bus 26. In fact, it transmits by way of the system bus 26 a message requesting a real address in which data of a variable name (for instance “READY” or “Switch1”) is stored.

[00093] (2) The variable table control section 22a (incorporated as one of functions of MPU 22) of the CPU unit that has received the solution request searches in a local variable table it retains, looks for a same variable name as the received variable name, reads out physical address information (real address)/information of variable size (variable type), adds the information to a response to the request, and sends back it as a message. From the returned message, respective communication units can learn the real address in SRAM 23 of the CPU unit in which the variable for which solution request was made is registered.

[00094] (3) Upon receipt of the returned message, respective communication units generate temporary internal tables and stores them in SRAM 23. In fact, they generates tables that associate the variable names of the variables retained by themselves with the received real address and size information, and store the tables as temporary internal tables in SRAM 33. Although it is after the return message is received that they finally generate the table s, they may create in advance tables having a blank real address column, etc. in which area the real address, etc. will be stored when it is received.

[00095] (4) Then, respective communication units search for communication information setup, search for a variable having the “reception” attribute, and transmit a cyclic communication request based on added information of the variable, if it exists. In the example of FIG. 3, a variable of “READY” exists in the second communication unit 12b (#2), and we can see that it has the “reception” attribute. In addition, in the added information of the variable “READY” it is written that “it wishes to receive the variable “Switch1” of the controller connected to the communication unit #4 at the cycle of 5 ms.” Hence, the second communication unit 12b (#2) transmits the cyclic communication request of “Variable:Switch1/5 ms” to the first communication unit 12a (#1).

[00096] (5) Receiving the cyclic communication request, the first communication unit 12a checks whether the requested variable exists in a temporary internal table of its own unit. If it does, the unit sends back a normal response with cyclic communications ID (connection ID: ID=1 in this example) added.

[00097] (6) Simultaneously, in order to exchange I/O refresh) memory information with the local CPU unit, the communication unit that has received the request uses a “solved real address” stored in the temporary internal table, as I/O refresh information on the system bus. In fact, the system bus control section 32a sets in the cyclic refresh transfer table (connection table: not shown in this example) of the shared RAM 34. Then, the data structure of the cyclic refresh transfer table takes the form of the table that associates the cyclic communication ID (connection ID), real address, and a data area into which real data to be subject of the cyclic reception is written, and the data obtained from the cyclic communications will be written into the data area. This completes solution of the variable.

[00098] Subsequently, a newest value of Switch1 is transmitted from the first communication unit 12a to the second communication unit 12b at the cycle of 5 ms. In addition, the first communication unit 12a conducts the transmission independently or by sending back as a response to the request from the second communication unit 12b.

[00099] Then, a packet to be transmitted between the first communication unit 12a and the second communication unit 12b is added the cyclic communication ID=1. The respective communication units 12a, 12b are provided with a cyclic refresh transfer table that associates the cyclic communication ID, real address of SRAM of the CPU unit in which data
to be transmitted/received together with the ID is stored, and buffer memory area into which the data to be transmitted/received is temporarily stored. The second communication unit 12a then writes the received newest value into a corresponding data area in the cyclic refresh transfer table, based on the cyclic communication ID stored in the received packet. In addition, the writing in to the data area maybe implemented either by directly storing data received from the cyclic communications into cyclic refresh transfer data or by once storing it into SRAM 33 and transferring the data stored in the SRAM 33 later.

(0100) The second CPU unit 11a accesses to the shared RAM by IO refresh, obtains the data stored in the cyclic refresh transfer table, and stores it in own SRAM 23 specified by the corresponding real address.

(0101) Thus, in the communications between nodes after solution of variables is conducted, data is transmitted/received with the cyclic communications ID (connection ID) uniquely existing on the network as a key. Data transmission/reception in the local space between the CPU unit and communication unit is processed in accordance with a cyclic refresh transfer table that associates a cyclic communications ID provided in a communication unit of each node with a real address to be stored in a CPU unit. This allows respective PLCs to transmit and receive data without knowing a real address where data to be stored/received that is used in a counterpart node that transmits/receives is stored.

(0102) Now, if a change has been made to allocation of variables on the side of CPU unit due to online editing, etc., the variable table control section notifies the communication units of “request for change”. The communication unit performs the variable solution process based on the notice, and updates the temporary internal table. This could enable execution of the process without change, in spite of the allocation of variables.

(0103) In addition, although the above mentioned embodiment shows the example in which the 2 PLCs 10a, 10b comprise the network, the invention is not limited to this configuration, solution of variables may be conducted by following the similar procedure even when more than 2 PLCs are involved, and data for cyclic communications can be transmitted and received, together with the cyclic communication ID, as with the case mentioned above (Refer to FIG. 5).

(0104) Additionally, if same data is to be received by more than one node, the identical cycle of cyclic communications should be set. There would be no problem even when there exists more than one node that uses the same data, if communication setup information could be simultaneously set to the plurality of nodes by using the communication setup tool 30. In addition, when a new PLC is added, for instance, basically, any data that is set as received data in the newly added PLC shall be used, if the data has already been set in the communication setup information of other PLCs.

(0105) Now, as an example, we describe a case in which a 3rd PLC joins a network in which 2 PLCs are already operational. Said situation may take place when communication setup of PLC 3 is done separately afterwards because its startup is delayed.

(0106) First, the processes of (1) to (4) described above are executed, and a cyclic communication request is transmitted for a variable having the “reception” attribute in the communication setup information. Since the communication unit that stores data of the variable having the above mentioned “reception” attribute receives the request, it performs the following processes:

(0107) (5) The communication unit (the first communication unit 12a in the example of the figure) that has received the cyclic communication request analyzes the received request (in the case shown, the request from the third communication unit 12c that has been added) and reviews whether the requested variable is servicing to other units. In other words, to be specific, it refers to the temporary internal table, and checks whether Switch1 exists. As Switch 1 exists, it then compares its service cycle with the requested value. In this example, because they are 5 ms and same, it determines that the process being serviced to the second communication unit (12b) can be shared, and reads out its ID, and responses to the third communication unit #3 that requested for transmission with ID=1.

(0108) (6) Subsequently, the first communication unit 12a (#1) broadcasts (does not specify the receiving unit number) a newest value of Switch 1 as ID=1 at the cycle of 5 ms. Each communication unit checks ID No. when it receives the broadcast, and determines whether it matches the ID that it requested and turned out to be OK. If they match, the communication unit incorporates them into the unit and executes the similar processes mentioned above.

(0109) In addition, if requested cyclic communication duration differs, the first unit 12a will respond to the third communication unit 12c after generating a new cyclic communication ID (for instance, ID=2), and will then transmit as ID=2 with the requested cycle, independent of transmission of ID=1. To cite a case, for instance, although the third communication unit 12c (#3) requests the first communication unit 12a for Switch 1, the communication setup of the former will be START:Reception: #1, Switch 1: 7 ms when the cyclic communications duration is 7 ms. Then, although Switch1 is already being serviced, since the requested cycle differs, the first communication unit generates a new ID (ID=2, etc.), responds to the third communication unit 12c, and then sends as ID=2 at the cycle of 7 ms, independent of transmission of ID=1. By thus changing IDs, same data can even be cyclically communicated at the cycle suitable to each communication unit.

(0110) In addition, the invention may implement the following processes. In other words, in many control systems, it is often more convenient if data is updated faster. Thus, if the requested cycle of cyclic communications is greater than the cycle that has already been serviced, the process of sharing with the shortest cycle will be possible. Then, as not only transmission process by the first communication unit 12a can be made more efficient, but also utilization efficiency of communication circuits will increase, the overall system may often benefit.

(0111) Then, in the above mentioned process (5), if the cyclic cycle is different although the requested variable can be shared, the cycles are compared. If the cycle of existing service is shorter, the cycle that can be serviced is added as a response of “OK, ID=1, 5 ms”. Subsequently, newest values will be transmitted to 2 units, namely, the second and third communication units, with ID=1 and at the cycle of 5 ms.
Now we describe the setup process by means of the communication setup tool 30. As a prerequisite for conducting the above-mentioned variable solution, it is necessary that the communication setup unit 30 is used to store communication setup information to respective communication units. As shown in FIGS. 6A, 6B, in the setup process, the input screen in the form of the table similar to the communication setup information table is output and displayed on the display screen of the communication setup tool 30. Then, a user enters desired data in blank columns in that table. (The figure shows the condition after back data is entered). After the user confirms the entered data, he/she downloads the data to respective communication units through the network. This could store the data? in the flash ROMs of the communication units.

Although it is not shown in the figure, the input screen similar to the above may be prepared and downloaded to the communication units on the sending side, or the communication unit No. (node address) and received Tag name on the screen of the setup example of the communication setup tool 30 on the receiving side may be extracted, from which the communication setup information of the communication units on the sending side may be generated and registered.

In addition, the communication setup tool 30 has the following functions in order to cope with a case in which different communication cycles are specified to same data. In fact, for instance, when content of communication setup of the receiving communication unit #3 is entered, the tool searches already entered communication units for any communication unit that has same communication unit No. and received Tag name. If a same entry exists, the tool compares the communication cycles. If there exists setup with a different cycle, it displays them on the Tool screen, and requests the person who set to confirm. In that case, as shown in FIG. 7, it displays a message prompting for adjustment to the fastest cycle.

As described above, in this embodiment, as for communication setup information, information on which variable name is to be subject of communications (cyclic communications, etc.) between other nodes is registered in a communication unit, and the communication unit independently solves a real address (local physical address within the programmable controller) of the variable registered in the communication setup information by making an inquiry about it to the controller with predetermined timing such as when system starts up, etc., and internally retains it as a table. This would enable handing of data between the communication unit and controller. In other words, in systems having different real addresses and same variable names, the communication setup information?\ does not change often. Thus, as it is less likely that a change is made on the side of the controller after setting in the communication unit, there will be no need for resetting the variable name once the communication setup information is registered in the communication unit.

In addition, if the communication units share identification information (communication ID in the embodiment) that identifies data to transmit amid other nodes that establish communications, and data communication is conducted by adding the identification information, transmission/reception of data can be implemented between the communication units.

Then, since the communication units know the identification information for transmitting and receiving data to/from other communication units and the storage area (real address) of the data to be identified by the identification information in the controller to which it is connected, the communication units are aware of the relationship and can hand the data with the controller, thereby sharing the same data with the controller (programmable controller).

Thus, since the communication units manage association of the variable names and communications, the controller is no longer requested to manage, and load will be distributed. Even when there are more than one communication unit involved, the controller does not have to increase requested resources since each communication unit performs the management. Thus, as the communication capability (data volume, number of nodes, etc.) does not rely on the controller, the capability will be enhanced if the number of units is increased.

FIG. 8 shows a second embodiment of the invention. In the above-mentioned first embodiment, the communication setup tool 30 is used to set communication setup information respectively to each communication unit, name solution between the communication units and CPU unit 11 is carried out based on the information, and the cyclic communications ID (connection ID) is finally set. In fact, each communication unit is provided with communication setup information on variable names for which name resolution is done with the CPU unit it is connected to. In other words, the above-mentioned first embodiment shows the example in which in order to implement data transmission and reception between PLCs, the communication setup information for transmission is stored in the communication unit of the sending PLC, while the communication setup information for reception is stored in the communication of the receiving PLC. In fact, the communication setup information to be used in deciding one connection ID is divided into the sending side and receiving side, which is then stored in respective units.

In contrast to this, in this embodiment, communication setup information involved in setting one connection ID is stored in only one of communication units. In the communication units that communicate with each other, the communication setup information for both transmission and reception is stored in one of the communication units. In the example shown in FIG. 8, the communication setup information is stored in the first communication unit 12a with the node address of #1. This unit that stores the communication setup information shall be an originator, and the unit that does not store the communication setup information shall be referred to as a target. In addition, both of the first and second CPU units 11a, 11b are provided with a variable table. The variable table is a table that associates the variable names used in the program created by the user, data types corresponding to the variable names, and memory addresses where the data is stored. The variable table is similar to that of the first embodiment. In this embodiment, however, information on status of the motor M connected to the second CPU unit 10b is also managed. The status shows 2 conditions of the motor being run and stopped, for instance.

Against this backdrop, the second CPU unit 11b that constitutes the second PLC 10b to which the motor M is connected comprises the variable table that associates the
variable name meaning the status of the motor M being "STATUS", the type being "word", and the memory address storing the status of the motor M being "DM250". Needless to say, as with the first embodiment, "READY" and "STOP" are also stored in the variable table, and what are meant by these 2 variable names is similar to the first embodiment.

[0122] In addition, the first CPU unit 11a that constitutes PLC100 monitors status of the motor M. In line with this, data related to the variable name "M.ST" for entering the status of the motor is described in the variable table of the first CPU unit 11a, in addition to the variable names "Switch1" and "Switch2".

[0123] Furthermore, the first communication unit 12a is provided with a communication buffer table for temporarily storing data to be transmitted/received to/from other communication units. Similarly, the second communication unit 12b is provided with the communication buffer table. The communication buffer table is such structured that the table number, variable name, and area in which data to be transmitted/received is stored are associated. The communication buffer table is stored in the shared RAM 34, for example. In actual operation, the communication buffer table is used for data communications between communication units of different PLCs, as well as for data transfer between the communication unit in the same PLC and CPU unit. Information stored in the communication buffer table is backed up in a nonvolatile memory in the communication units. The MPU 32 of the communication units read out the information that was backed up, from the nonvolatile memory with predetermined timing, such as when power is turned on, and stores it in the shared RAM 34.

[0124] In the following, we describe functions of respective units while providing an explanation of name selection to be carried out between the connected CPU unit and communication units and the process steps in determining a connection ID to be used for actual data transmission/reception between the communication units.

[0125] (i) First, manipulating the communication setup tool 30, a user generates a variable table to be stored in a first CPU unit 11a, and downloads the created variable table to the first CPU unit 11a. Similarly, manipulating the communication setup tool 30, the user creates a variable table to be stored in the second CPU unit 11b, and downloads the created variable table to the second CPU unit 11b.

[0126] In addition, manipulating the communication tool 30, the user creates a communication buffer table to be stored in the first communication unit 12a, and downloads the generated communication buffer table to the first communication unit 12a. Similarly, manipulating the communication setup tool 30, the user creates a communication buffer table to be stored in the second communication unit 12b, and downloads the created communication buffer table to the second communication unit 12b.

[0127] Using programming tool (as hardware, it may be a personal computer that is same as the communication setup tool 30 or it may be different), the user creates a user program to be executed by each CPU unit. The user program created with the tool 30 is compiled when it is downloaded to the CPU units. When it is compiled, variable names used in the program are converted into real addresses, and thus the CPU units execute the user program described with the real addresses. In addition, since the user determines variables to be used in the user program by corresponding them to data (including meaning of contacts) to be used in PLC control, he/she is aware of information on correspondence between variables (variable names) and data (including meaning of contacts) in each CPU unit. The user is also aware of the information on the data (including meaning of contacts) and storage areas of the memory of the data in the CPU unit (real addresses). In addition, when transmitting and receiving data between PLCs, the user knows which data stored in which CPU unit should be sent to which different CPU unit. Furthermore, the user knows which variable store the data to be transmitted/received between PLCs corresponds to in the sending and receiving CPU units. Thus, based on the information, the user can create a variable table to download to each CPU unit, or a communication buffer table to download to each communication unit.

[0128] In addition, manipulating the communication setup tool 30, the user generates communication setup information for one of the communication units (in this example, the first communication unit 11a (on the side of originator)), and stores it in the first communication unit 12a (#1). The communication setup information to be generated here is a table that associates the variable name to be used in a local station, variable name to be used in a counterpart station, node address of the other end of communication, direction of the communication, cycle of data transmission/reception, and data size.

[0129] (1) Downloading of the variable table and communication buffer table to respective units enables respective communication units 12a, 12b to execute a name selection process. For instance, triggered by resetting, the communication units execute the name selection. To be specific, when reset, each communication unit 12a, 12b makes inquiries to the CPU unit to which it is connected about what a real address in which a variable name is stored is, based on the variable name stored in the communication buffer table, for instance, irrespective of whether it is the originator or target. In fact, for instance, the first communication unit 12a makes an inquiry to the first CPU unit 11a about a real address of the memory in which data having the variable name of “Switch 1” is stored.

[0130] (2) The first CPU unit 11a not only accesses to the variable table with the inquired variable name as a key and obtains a corresponding real address (DM100), but also sends back the obtained real address, as a response to the inquiry, to the first communication unit 12a. Similarly, the first communication unit 12a makes inquiries about real addresses corresponding to “Switch2” and “M.ST” and obtains the corresponding real addresses as a response from the first CPU unit.

[0131] In addition, although in the illustrated example, the inquiries are made one by one, they maybe made together. Although the illustration is omitted here, when the real address is sent back, data size (type) may be also sent back. This also applies to other embodiments and variants.

[0132] Similarly, the second communication unit 12b makes inquiries to the second CPU unit 11b about real addresses of the memory in which data corresponding to the variable names “READY”, “STOP”, and “STATUS” is stored. Then, the second CPU unit 11b accesses to the
variable table with the inquired variable names as a key, not only obtains the corresponding real address, and type (size) but also sends back the obtained real address and type (size) to the second communication unit 12b. In FIG. 8, the second communication unit 12b makes inquiries about name solution for “READY”, and the second CPU unit returns “DM200/1W”.

[0133] In addition, the timing of executing the name solution process is not limited to one based on the above-mentioned resetting, but can be set freely and created if at least the communication buffer table and variable table are stored. This also applies to other embodiments and variants.

[0134] Briefly describing the information on real addresses and data size obtained by respective communication units, the real address is information that the communication unit needs for data exchange with the CPU unit when it is communicated between the communication units after communication is established, and the information is used on both of originator and target. The data size is the necessary information when the originator side makes a request for establishment of communications or the target side executes the communication establishment process, if communication is established. This also applies to other embodiments and variants.

[0135] In addition, in the second embodiment, the communication unit 12a on the side of originator stores information on the variable names to be communicated in the local station with all of it contained in the communication setup information. Therefore, when the first communication unit 12a on the side of originator executes the name solution process, it can do so based on the variable name included in the communication setup information, rather than based on the variable name stored in the communication buffer table, as described above. In other words, the first communication unit 12a makes inquiries to the first CPU unit 11a about the real addresses corresponding to the variable names of “Switch1”, “Switch2”, and “M_ST”, respectively, included in the communication setup information, and obtains the real addresses corresponding to respective variable names. Needless to say, information on data size may be obtained simultaneously, as necessary.

[0136] (3) The first communication unit 12a stores the information that the name is solved. For instance, the temporary internal table can be used as a storage area. In addition, on the side of originator provided with the communication setup information, even “direction” is identified in the communication setup information, and thus the temporary internal table is complete, as shown in FIG. 8. The temporary internal table is the table that associates the communication buffer table number, variable name, real address, data size, and direction (IN/OUT). This ends the name solution. In addition, since the data size can also be stored in the communication setup information, data to be stored in the size column of the temporary internal table is to be obtained from the size column of the communication setup information. However, the invention is not limited to this, and as the data type (size) is added together with the real address to be returned from the first CPU unit 11a, data size of the temporary internal table can be created by using the data in the variable table stored in the first CPU unit. In addition, when creating the communication setup information, the user may create by using the data in the variable table rather than writing the data size. This also applies to other embodiments and variants.

[0137] (3) The second communication unit 12b stores the information that the name is solved. For instance, the temporary internal table can be used as a storage area. As the second communication unit 12b on the side of target does not have the communication setup information, distinction of the direction of data transmission (transmission: OUT, reception: IN), etc. is unknown. However, since from the information stored in the communication buffer table, the second communication unit 12b is aware of the variable name of the local station of the data communicating with the first communication unit 12a, it can recognize association between the variable name and real address by making an inquiry to the second CPU unit 11b about the real address of the variable name. Therefore, executing processes (1) and (2) for all the variable names stored in the communication buffer table, the second communication unit 12b can associate the communication buffer table number, variable names, real addresses and size (to be set based on a type), and stores the associated data in the temporary internal table. This would create a temporary internal table with direction of communications being blank. In addition, FIG. 8 shows the condition of the temporary internal table that will be finally created by executing all the processes discussed later and that also stores “direction”. Execution of the processes in the (3), ends the name solution on the side of the second communication unit 12b as well.

[0138] (4) Next, we describe the connection ID setup process steps. In the ascending order of its node numbers, the originators sequentially make a request for establishment of communication to the target. Based on the fact that the tool 30 has issued the command to establish communication, each communication unit shall sequentially issue a request for establishment of communication to its counterpart communication unit. The request for establishment of communication transmits information on a variable name of counterpart station, data size, direction and cycle to the counterpart node. It may also include a variable name of the local station. Needless to say, as the frame header of the request for establishment of communications stores the node address of the local station (#1) and that of the counterpart station (#2) as sender information, the communication unit that received the information will know from which communication unit at which node address the request for establishment of communication has been sent. In addition, the request for establishment of communications is made in terms of setting of the connection ID. Thus, in this embodiment, as a connection ID is set for every variable name, one process is executed for every variable name.

[0139] In the example of FIG. 8, the first communication unit 12a at the node address #1 first issues to the second communication unit 12b a request for establishment of communications of “READY/1W/OUT/5 ms”.

[0140] (5) A target that received the request for establishment of communications checks the request. In fact, it accesses to the temporary internal table, and checks whether or not there is the variable name for which the request for establishment of communications is made. If there exists the variable name, the target then checks whether the size matches. If it does, it stores a direction opposite to the “direction information” sent together with the request for
establishment of communications in the temporary internal table. Thus, if the second communication unit 12b that has received the above request for establishment of communications authorizes that the request is correct, the second communication unit 12b enters "IN" in the column "direction" that has been blank and corresponds to READY in the temporary internal table.

[0141] Although presence or absence of a variable name may be checked, based on the temporary internal table, as described above, the invention is not limited to this, and the check may also be made based on the communication buffer table. Furthermore, it would be also acceptable if presence or absence of a variable name were double-checked based on both the temporary internal table and communication buffer table.

[0142] (6) In addition, the target compares the real cycle with the requested cycle and checks whether it is possible to correspond to. If it is, the target identifies a connection ID, and displays “Requested condition is OK” and “Content of communication establishment” on the monitor screen of the display of the communication setup tool. Then, the real cycle may even be sent simultaneously. Since the real cycle on the side of the target is stored in its system memory, the target shall read it out and notify together with the connection ID, etc.

[0143] A connection ID is comprised of a combination of a node address of the originator, that of the target and a serial number. The serial number is assigned in the order of processing. Thus, for instance, when the above-mentioned request for establishment of communication for “READY” was made first, the target sets a connection ID of “#1&2-001”.

[0144] In contrast, if the target cannot correspond at the requested cycle, it displays the confirmation message such as “Not possible to correspond. Is the real cycle + 2 sec OK?”, etc. on the display of the communication setup tool 30, and prompts the user for confirmation. If the user enters “Yes” to this confirmation message, the target notifies a real cycle that the target can correspond to, together with a request approval notice of (6). The real cycle has been set in advance in the second communication unit 12b, which is the target. Elaborately citing the information contained in the request approval notice, they are an approval notice (OK/NG), connection ID, node address of local station (node address on the side of the target), node address of counterpart station (node address on the side of the originator), and cycle (although some of them have been omitted here). Furthermore, since the request for establishment of communication is made for every variable name, the processes described in (4) to (6) above will be sequentially executed for “STOP” and “STATUS”. In addition, when the target that has received each request for establishment of communication issues a request approval notice, connection tables having the data structure as shown in FIG. 9 is created on the originator and target. The connection tables are sequentially generated and updated, whenever one connection ID is assigned.

[0145] After communication is established with the procedure described above, various data such as ON/OFF information of Switch1 or Switch 2, motor status information, etc. is communicated. We describe the case in which the first communication unit 12a (#1) sends data of Switch 2 to the second communication unit 12b (#2). The MPU of the first communication unit 12a refers to the temporary internal table and reads out transmission data from the first CPU unit 11a. The temporary internal table has information on correspondence between the data for communications in the communication unit (transmission data) and real address of the CPU unit. Based on the temporary internal table, the first communication unit 12a obtains the real address of the memory of the CPU unit 11a that corresponds to the data for communications. Data transmission and reception between the first communication unit 12a and the first CPU unit 11a is conducted by way of the system bus 26. In detail, between the first communication unit 12a and the first CPU unit 12b, data stored in the real address DM100 of the first CPU unit 12b is stored and updated in the communication buffer with the timing such as IO refresh or peripheral process, etc. This also applies to the embodiments to be discussed later.

[0146] The first communication unit 12a stores the obtained data for communications in the communication buffer. Storage area of the communication buffer is uniquely determined by the communication buffer table. To transmit the data for communications, the first communication unit 12a refers to the connection table and generates a message frame. In fact, it includes in the message frame the connection ID “#1&2-002” and data stored in the data area of the table number “2” of the communication buffer table, and transmits it to the second communication unit 12b at the node address #2. When receiving the message of the connection ID “#1&2-002” addressed to itself, the second communication unit 12b recognizes from the connection table the table number of the communication buffer table to memorize, and stores the received data in the memory area of the communication buffer corresponding to the table number “12”. Data transmission to be executed by the first communication unit 12a that we mean here may be that the first communication unit independently performs transmission, or that the second communication unit 12b may make a request for data to the first communication unit 12a which, in response, performs transmission. The transmission cycle shall be a fixed cycle (for instance, 5 ms) defined when communication is established. This also applies to every embodiment to be discussed later.

[0147] In addition, between the second communication unit 12b and the second CPU unit 11b, data stored in the communication buffer table with predetermined timing is stored in the real address DM201 of the second CPU unit 11b. In fact, the second communication unit 12b knows from the temporary internal table that the real address of the data stored in the table number “12” of the communication buffer table is DM201, it updates the data of the second CPU unit 11b with the timing of IO refresh of the second CPU unit 11b or peripheral process.

[0148] FIG. 10 shows a variant of the second embodiment. In the second embodiment mentioned above, the name solution process between each communication unit and CPU unit is done by respective units in advance before the setup process of connection ID takes place. In contrast, in the variant example, the name solution on the side of the target is done in the course of the process steps for setting a connection ID.

[0149] (6) In fact, manipulating the communication setup tool 30, the user generates a variable table for the first CPU
Next, for a variable name of the local station stored in the communication setup information, the first communication unit 12a on the side of the originator makes a request for name solution to the first CPU unit 11a. The request for name solution is to make an inquiry about a real address of the memory in the first CPU unit 11a in which data corresponding to the variable name of the local station is stored. In addition, in a variant of the execution of the request for name solution in the communication unit that shall be on the side of the originator, it is also possible to execute the request for name solution based on the variable name stored in the communication buffer table, instead of the variable name set in the communication setup information. This also applies to the variants of every embodiment to be discussed later. In addition, a request for name solution may be made one by one for every variable name or together for a plurality of variable names. This also applies to the variants of every embodiment to be discussed later.

The first CPU unit 11a refers to the variable table in response to the received request for name solution and sends back the corresponding real address (memory address). Then, the first CPU unit 11a may send back data size together.

The first communication unit 12a on the side of the originator creates a temporary internal table based on the information (real address, type: data size) returned from the first CPU unit 11a and the communication setup information retained by itself. The data structure of the temporary internal table to be created is similar to the second embodiment.

In response to the command to establish communications from the communication setup tool 30, the first communication unit 12a (1) on the side of the originator makes a request for establishment of communications to the second communication unit 12b (2) on the side of the target, based on the temporary internal table. The information to be sent together with the request for establishment of communications includes a variable name of counterpart station/size/direction/cycle. The request for establishment of communications may include a variable name of the local station. In addition, since the node address of the local station and that of the counterpart station are included in the frame header of the request for establishment of communications, the communication unit that received the request will know from which communication unit of which node address the request for establishment of communications has been sent. The request for establishment of communication should be made one by one. In the figure, the request for establishment of communication is made to “READY” stored in the temporary internal table. Finally, the first communication unit 12a makes a request for establishment of communications, for all of the variable names to be stored in the communication setup information.

(5) The second communication unit 12b that received the request for establishment of communications makes a request for name solution for the received variable name. In the shown example, the second communication unit 12b makes a request to inquire about the real address for the variable name “READY”.

(6) The second CPU unit 11b refers to the variable table in response to the request for name solution, obtains the real address and type (size) corresponding to the variable name, and sends it back to the second communication unit 12b. In the figure, the second CPU unit 11b returns “DM200/1W(meaning 1 word)” to “READY” for which the inquiry was made.

(7) The second communication unit 12b checks the request for establishment of communications received from the first communication unit 12a, based on the memory address and type (size) obtained from the second CPU unit 11b. To be specific, the check items include “Have the requested variable name?”, “Is the data of the variable name set in the communication buffer?”, “Does size match?”, “Is it possible to compare and correspond to the real cycle and the requested cycle?”, etc. The second communication unit 12b makes a decision to authorize the request for establishment of communications when it contains all of the conditions, while it makes a decision not to authorize the request for establishment of communications when any one of the conditions except for the requested cycle does not match. In addition, if the requested cycle is impossible to correspond, the tool displays the message such as “The requested cycle not possible to correspond. Is the real cycle ** sec OK?”, etc., and prompts the user for confirmation. When the user entry of “Yes” is received, it makes a decision to authorize the request for establishment of communications on the condition that communications be conducted in the real cycle presented.

When the request is correct and the second communication unit 12b authorizes the request for establishment of communications, it creates a temporary internal table. The data structure of the temporary internal table is similar to the second embodiment. Here, the temporary internal table is created at once from the received request for establishment of communications and the correspondence relation between the variable name and real address obtained from the name solution process. In fact, unlike in the second embodiment in which the incomplete temporary internal table with “direction” blank is once created, a temporary internal table that stores all information related to the variable name is created. In addition, the second communication unit 12b displays “Requested Condition OK” and “Content of Establishment of Communications” in the monitor of the communication setup tool 30.

(8) When the second communication unit 12b authorizes the request for establishment of communications, it identifies a connection ID and sends back the identified connection ID and establishment request approval notice to the first communication unit 12a. Then, the second communication unit 12b may transmit the real cycle together.

Then, similar to the second embodiment, both of the first communication unit 12a and second communication
unit 12b create a connection table. In addition, they repeatedly execute the processes of (4) to (8) above for every variable name, makes a request for establishment of communication for all variable names (READY, STOP and STATUA), and set a connection ID. Thus, in the illustrated example, as a request for establishment of communications is made separately for READY, STOP and STATUS, the processes from (4) to (8) mentioned above will be executed 3 times in total. After the communication is established, as with the second embodiment, communication is conducted between the communication units, and thus we omit the description thereof.

[0160] FIG. 11 and FIG. 12 illustrate a third embodiment of this invention. Similar to the second embodiment, in the third embodiment, communication setup information for setting one connection ID is set in one of the communication units. However, the communication unit that sets the communication setup information is only the side that receives data. With this, as in the second embodiment, if data to be sent and data to be received exist in one communication unit, each communication unit shall have the communication setup information based on the received data. For instance, as shown in FIG. 11, the first communication unit 12a comprises the communication setup information for the variable names of the local stations of “READY” and “STOP”.

[0161] In the following, we describe functions of respective units while providing an explanation of name solution to be carried out between the connected CPU unit and communication units and the process steps in determining a connection ID to be used for actual data transmission/reception between the communication units.

[0162] (9) Respective preparation process functions of a variable table of the first CPU unit 11a, that of the second CPU unit 11b, communication buffer table of the first communication unit 12a, and that of the second communication unit 12b are similar to the second embodiment.

[0163] In addition, manipulating the communication setup tool, the user generates communication setup information to store in the communication unit on the receiving side, and stores it in the corresponding communication unit. In fact, the communication setup information of the first communication unit 11a is created for the variable name of the local station of “M_ST” and that of the second communication unit 12a is created for the 2 variable names of the local station of “READY” and “STOP”. The communication setup information to be generated here is a variable name used in the local station, that to be used in the counterpart station, node address of the other end of the communications, direction of communications (IN), cycle of data transmission/reception, and data size. In this embodiment, since the communication setup information is set on the receiving side, direction of communication must be IN and thus may be omitted.

[0164] In addition, similar to the second embodiment, a communication unit to which communication setup information is set shall be an originator and a communication unit to which it is not set shall be a target. Thus, in this embodiment, for the communication setup information of “M_ST”, the first communication unit 12a shall be the originator and the second communication unit 12b the target. For the communication setup information for “READY” and “STOP”, the second communication unit 12b shall be the originator and the first communication unit 12a the target. Thus, the originator and target shall be decided for every communication setup information.

[0165] (1) Downloading of a variable table and communication buffer table to each unit enables each communication unit 12a, 12b to execute a name solution process. For instance, triggered by resetting, the communication unit executes name solution. Although it is similar to the second embodiment, we give a specific account. Respective communication units 12a, 12b makes inquiries to the CPU unit about in which address (real address) of the memory of the CPU unit data corresponding to variable name is stored, based on the variable name stored in the communication buffer table, without making a distinction between the originator and target. In other words, the first communication 12a makes an inquiry to the first CPU unit 11a about the real address in order to execute the name solution process of the variable name of “Switch1”, for instance. Similarly, the second communication unit 12b makes an inquiry to the second CPU unit 11b about the real address of the memory to which data is stored, in order to execute the name solution process of the variable name of “READY”.

[0166] (2) The first CPU unit 11a not only accesses to the variable table with the variable name for which inquiry was made and obtains the corresponding real address (DM100), but also sends back the obtained real address, as a response to the inquiry, to the first communication unit 12a. Similarly, the first communication unit 12b makes inquiries about real addresses corresponding to “Switch2” and “M-ST”, and obtains the corresponding real addresses, as a response, from the first CPU unit 11a. In the illustrated example, although the inquiries are made one by one, they can be made together. Although illustration is omitted, data size (type) is also returned when this real address is sent back.

[0167] Similarly, the second communication unit 12b makes inquiries to the second CPU unit 11b about real addresses of the memory in which data corresponding to the variable names “READY”, “STOP” and “STATUS” is stored. Then, the second CPU unit 11b accesses to the variable table with the variable name for which inquiry was made as a key, and not only obtains the corresponding real address and type but also sends back the obtained real address and type, as a response to the inquiry, to the second communication unit 12b. In the figure, the second CPU unit 11b sends back “DM200/1W” to the inquiry on “READY”.

[0168] Since the originator side has communication setup information, it does not need the data size as a response from the CPU unit, in particular. Thus, although it is acceptable if it is checked whether it is the originator side having the communication setup information when an inquiry for name solution is made, and the data size is requested only when it is not the originator side, a response to the inquiry for name solution is set to be a real address and type (size), irrespective of whether it is the originator side, because the processes will be complicated.

[0169] In addition, the timing of executing the name solution process is not limited to the one based on the resetting mentioned above, but can be set freely and created if at least the communication buffer table and variable table are stored.

[0170] (3) Respective communication units 12a, 12b store the information that the name is solved. If storage area is a
temporary internal table, the temporary internal tables as shown in FIG. 11 and FIG. 12 are completed. The completion of the temporary internal tables terminates the name solution process. In this embodiment, since the receiving side is the originator side, direction of data for which communication setup information is set must be “IN”.

[0171] In addition, as the communication unit on the side of the target has no communication setup information, it is directly not known whether direction of data transmission (transmission: OUT, reception: IN) is distinguished, etc. However, the second communication unit 12b knows from the information stored in the communication buffer table the variable name of the local station of the data communicating with the first communication unit 12a, it can recognize correspondence between the variable name and real address by making inquiries to the second CPU unit 11b about the real address of the variable name. Thus, for all of the variable names stored in the communication buffer table, the second communication unit 12b can associate data in the communication buffer table, and columns of the variable name, real address, and size (to be set based on the type) by executing processes (1) and (2), and stores the associated data in the temporary internal table. Furthermore, if the communication setup information is not set for the variable name existing in the communication buffer table, it can be presumed that the variable name is data on the sending side. Thus, the “direction” can be considered OUT. This enables creation of the temporary internal table in which all data have been associated. In addition, similar to the second embodiment, the communication unit on the side of the target that has no communication setup information may be designed to create the temporary internal table with the communication direction being blank.

[0172] (4) Next, we describe the connection ID setup process steps. The steps are basically similar to the second embodiment. In the third embodiment shown in FIG. 11 and FIG. 12, firstly, the first communication unit 12a with such a small node address as #1 runs. In fact, as shown in FIG. 11, the first communication unit 12a issues to the second communication unit 12b a request for establishment of communications having “STATUS/1W/1N/5 ms”. It may include the variable name of the local station in the request for establishment of communications. In addition, since the node address of the local station and that of the counterpart station are stored in the frame header of the request for establishment of communications, the communication unit that has received the request will know from which communication unit at which node address the request for establishment of communications has been sent.

[0173] (5) The target (the second communication unit 12b) that has received the request for establishment of communications checks the request. In fact, it accesses to the temporary internal table and checks whether there is the variable name for which the request for establishment of communications was made. If the variable name exists, the target will check if the size matches. Furthermore, if it does, it confirms that the stored “direction” is OUT that is opposite to the “direction information” (IN) sent together with the request for establishment of communications, if temporary registration is made in the column “direction” of the temporary internal table, in the process (3) executed for the name solution, and determines the content of the temporary internal table. In addition, when the column “direction” of the temporary internal table created in the process (3) is left blank, the second communication unit 12b enters “OUT” opposite to the received direction in the column “direction” corresponding to STATUS of the temporary internal table that was blank.

[0174] Although presence or absence of a variable name may be checked, based on the temporary internal table, as described above, the invention is not limited to this, and the check may also be made based on the communication buffer table. Furthermore, it would be also acceptable if presence or absence of a variable name were double-checked based on both the temporary internal table and communication buffer table.

[0175] (6) In addition, the target compares the real cycle with the requested cycle, and checks whether it is possible to correspond. If it is possible, the target identifies a connection ID and displays “Requested Condition OK” and “Content of Establishment of Communications” in the monitor of the communication setup tool 30. Then, the target notifies “Requested Condition OK” and the connection ID to the originator that has issued the request for establishment of communications. Then, it may also send the real cycle simultaneously. Since the real cycle on the side of the target is stored in its system memory, the target reads it out and notifies together with the connection ID, etc. In addition, if the target cannot correspond with the requested cycle, it corresponds with steps similar to the second embodiment.

[0176] A connection ID is comprised of a node address of the originator—address of the target—serial number. The serial number is assigned in the order of processes. Thus, when the request for establishment of communications is issued first for “STATUS” mentioned above, the second communication unit 12b that is the target sets the connection ID of “#1#2-001” for the data of STATUS.

[0177] In addition, when the target that received each request for establishment of communications issues a request approval notice together with the connection ID, connection tables having the data structure shown in FIG. 13 are created in the originator and target. The connection tables are sequentially created and updated whenever one connection ID is assigned.

[0178] Although a request for establishment of communications is made in terms of a connection ID, namely, one by one for every variable name, the connection ID setup process in the communication setup information of the first communication unit 12a will complete when the connection ID setup for “STATUS” mentioned above ends, since in the data having the first communication unit 12a as the originator the variable name of the local station is one of “M_ST”. Then, as shown in FIG. 12, the second communication unit 12b having the next smaller node address #2 issues a request for establishment of communications.

[0179] (4) To be specific, the second communication unit 12b first issues a request for communications for the variable name of the local station “READY” that is stored at the head of the communication setup information. In fact, as shown in FIG. 12, the second communication unit 12b issues the request for establishment of communications having “Switch1/1W/1N/5 ms” to the first communication unit 12a. It may include the variable name of the local station in the request for establishment of communications. In addition,
Since the node address of the local station and that of the counterpart station are included in the frame header of the request for establishment of communications, the communication unit that has received the request will know from which communication unit at which node address the request for establishment of communications has been sent.

(5) The target that has received the request for establishment of communications (the first communication unit 12a) checks the request. In fact, it accesses to the temporary internal table and checks whether there is the variable name for which the request for establishment of communications was made. If the variable name exists, the target will check if the size matches. Furthermore, if it does, it confirms that the stored “direction” is OUT that is opposite to the “direction information” (IN) sent together with the request for establishment of communications, if temporary registration is made in the column “direction” of the temporary internal table, in the process (3) executed for the name solution, and determines the content of the temporary internal table.

In addition, when the column “direction” of the temporary internal table created in the process (3) is left blank, the first communication unit 12a enters “OUT” opposite to the received direction in the column “direction” corresponding to Switch1 of the temporary internal table that was blank.

Although presence or absence of a variable name may be checked, based on the temporary internal table, as described above, the invention is not limited to this, and the check may also be made based on the communication buffer table. Furthermore, it would be also acceptable if presence or absence of a variable name were double-checked based on both the temporary internal table and communication buffer table.

(6) In addition, the target compares the real cycle with the requested cycle, and checks whether it is possible to correspond. If it is possible, the target identifies a connection ID and displays “Requested Condition OK” and “Content of Establishment of Communications” in the monitor of the communication setup tool 30. Then, the target notifies “Requested Condition OK” and the connection ID to the originator that has issued the request for establishment of communications. Then, it may also send the real cycle simultaneously. Since the real cycle on the side of the target is stored in its system memory, the target reads it out and notifies together with the connection ID, etc. In addition, if the target cannot correspond with the requested cycle, it corresponds with steps similar to the second embodiment.

A connection ID is comprised of a node address of the originator—address of the target—serial number. The serial number is assigned in the order of processes. Thus, when the request for establishment of communications is issued first for “Switch1” mentioned above, the first communication unit 12a that is the target sets the connection ID of “#2#1-001” for the data of Switch1.

The second communication unit then makes a request for establishment of communications having “Switch2/1W/IN/5 ns” to the first communication unit 12a in order to execute the connection ID setup process for the variable name of the local station “STOP”. Based on the request for establishment of communications, the first communication unit 12a sets the connection ID for “Switch2” by executing the processes of (5) and (6) described above.

With this, when the target that has received each request for establishment of communication issues a request approval notice, connection tables having the data structure shown in FIG. 14 are finally created on the originator and target.

In this embodiment, since the receiving side is the originator, direction of data that makes the request for establishment of communications is “IN”. Thus, “IN” may be omitted from actual transmission. In such a case, the communication unit on the side of target will execute the process, aware that the omitted direction is “IN” and the direction on the side of target will be “OUT”, when it has received the request for establishment of communications.

After communication is established for communication setup information of all of the originators, transmission/reception of the corresponding data is conducted between the communication unit on the side of originator and that on the side of the target, by using the connection ID of the connection table of FIG. 14.

FIG. 15 and FIG. 16 show a variant of the third embodiment. In the third embodiment mentioned above, the name solution process between each communication unit and CPU unit is done between respective units in advance, before the connection ID setup process takes place. In contrast, in this variant, the name solution on the side of the target is to be done in the course of the process steps of setting the connection ID.

(0) Respective preparation process functions of a variable table of the first CPU unit 11a, that of the second CPU unit 11b, communication buffer table of the first communication unit 12a, and that of the second communication unit 12b are similar to the third embodiment described above.

Next, the name solution process and connection ID process are carried out, and the communication units having a smaller node address sequentially execute these processes. Thus, in this embodiment, the processes are executed when the first communication unit is the originator. Now we describe the processes by using FIG. 15.

(1) The first communication unit 12a on the side of the originator makes a request for name solution to the first CPU unit 11a for the variable name of the local station (M_ST) stored in the communication setup information. To be specific, the first communication unit 12a makes an inquiry to the first CPU unit 11a about the real address in which data having the variable name “M_ST” is stored. In addition, the name solution request in the communication unit to be on the side of the originator can be executed based on the variable name stored in the communication buffer table, instead of the variable name stored in the communication setup information. In addition, a request for name solution may be made one by one for every variable name, or may be made together for a plurality of the variable names.

(2) The first CPU unit 11a refers to the variable table in response to the received request for name solution, and sends back the corresponding real address (DM150). Then, the first CPU unit 11a may send back the type (size) together.
[0194] (3) The first communication unit 12a on the side of the originator generates a temporary internal table based on the information returned from the first CPU unit 11a and the communication setup information retained by itself. In other words, a temporary internal table for “M_ST” is created. In addition, if the table number of the communication buffer table is not described in the communication setup information, the first communication unit 12a refers to the communication buffer table, and obtains the table number, and thus the temporary internal table will be created. The data structure of the temporary internal table to be created is similar to the third embodiment.

[0195] (4) In response to the command to establish communications from the communication setup tool 30, for the variable name stored in the communication setup information, the first communication unit 12a (#1) on the side of the originator makes a request for establishment of communications to the second communication unit 12b (#2) on the side of the target, based on the temporary internal table. The information to be transmitted together with the request for establishment of communications may include the variable name of counterpart station/size/direction/cycle. The variable name of the local station may also be included in the request for establishment of communications. In addition, since the node address of the local station and that of the counterpart station are stored in the frame header of the request for establishment of communications, the communication unit that has received the request will know from which communication unit at which node address the request for establishment of communications has been sent. The request for establishment of communications is made one by one. In the figure, the request for establishment of communications that corresponds to the variable name of the local station “M_ST” stored in the temporary internal table and has “STATUS/1W/1N/5 ms” is made. Needless to say, the direction of communications “IN” may be omitted.

[0196] (5) The second communication unit 12b that has received the request for establishment of communications makes a request for name solution for the received variable name to the second CPU unit 11b. In the illustrated example, the second communication unit 12b makes a request to inquire about the real address of the variable name “STATUS”.

[0197] (6) The second CPU unit 11b refers to the variable table in response to the request for name solution, obtains the memory address and type (size) corresponding to the variable name, and returns them to the second communication unit 12b.

[0198] (7) The second communication unit 12b checks the request for establishment of communications received from the first communication unit 12a based on the memory address and type (size) obtained from the second CPU unit 11b. The processes here are similar to the variant of the second embodiment. To be specific, the check items include “Have the requested variable name?”, “Is the data of the variable name set in the communication buffer?”, “Does size match?”, “Is it possible to compare and correspond to the real cycle and the requested cycle?”, etc. The second communication unit 12b makes a decision to authorize the request for establishment of communications when it contains all of the conditions, while it makes a decision not to authorize the request for establishment of communications when any one of the conditions except for the requested cycle does not match. In addition, if the requested cycle is impossible to correspond, the tool displays the message such as “The requested cycle not possible to correspond. Is the real cycle ** sec OK?”, etc., and prompts the user for confirmation. When the user entry of “Yes” is received, it makes a decision to authorize the request for establishment of communications on the condition that communications be conducted in the real cycle presented.

[0199] Then, if the request is correct, and when the second communication unit 12b authorizes the request for establishment of communications, it generates a temporary internal table for the variable name (STATUS). The data structure of the temporary internal table is similar to the third embodiment. Here the temporary internal table is created at once from the received request for establishment of communications and the correspondence relation between the variable name and real address obtained from the name solution process. In fact, a temporary internal table that stores all information related to “STATUS” is created. In addition, the second communication unit 12b displays “Requested Condition OK” and “Content of Establishment of Communications” in the monitor of the communication setup tool 30.

[0200] (8) When authorizing the request for establishment of communications, the second communication unit 12b identifies a connection ID and sends back the identified connection ID together with an “establishment request approval notice” to the first communication unit 12a. Then, the second communication unit 12b may send the real cycle together.

[0201] The request for establishment of communications is made in terms of a connection ID, namely, one by one for every variable name. The connection ID setup process in the communication setup information of the first communication unit 12a will complete when the connection ID setup for “STATUS” mentioned above ends, since in the data having the first communication unit 12a as the originator the variable name of the local station is one of “M_ST”. Then, as shown in FIG. 16, the second communication unit 12b having the next smaller node address #2 issues a request for establishment of communications.

[0202] (1) First, for the variable name of the communication setup information, the second communication unit 12b makes a request for name solution to the second CPU unit 11b. In other words, it makes an inquiry about “READY” first. Needless to say, the second communication unit 12b may request for name solution for “STOP” in addition to “READY” together.

[0203] (2) The second CPU unit 11b refers to the variable table in response to the received request for name solution, and sends back the corresponding real address (DM 202 for READY). Then, the second CPU unit 11b may send back the type (size) together.

[0204] (3) The second communication unit 12b on the side of the originator generates a temporary internal table based on the information returned from the second CPU unit 11b and the communication setup information retained by itself, for “READY” and “STOP”.

[0205] (4) In response to the request for establishment of communications from the communication setup tool 30, for
the variable name stored in the communication setup information, the second communication unit 12b on the side of the originator (#2) makes a request for establishment of communications to the first communication unit 12a on the side of the target (#1), based on the temporary internal table. The information transmitted with the request for establishment of communications includes the variable name of counterpart station/size/direction/cycle. The request for establishment of communications is made one by one. In the figure, the request for establishment of communications having “Switch1/1W/1IN/5 ms” corresponding to the variable name of the local station “READY” stored in the temporary internal table is made. Here “IN” may be omitted. The variable name of the local station may be included in the request for establishment of communications. In addition, since the node address of the local station and that of the counterpart station are stored in the frame header of the request for establishment of communications, the communication unit that has received the request will know from which communication unit at which node address the request for establishment of communications has been sent.

[0206] (5) The first communication unit 12a that has received the request for establishment of communications makes a request for name solution for the received variable name to the first CPU unit 11a. In the illustrated example, the first communication unit 12a makes a request to inquire about the real address for the variable name “Switch1”.

[0207] (6) The first CPU unit 11a refers to the variable table in response to the request for name solution, obtains the memory address and type (size) corresponding to the variable name, and returns them to the first communication unit 12a.

[0208] (7) The first communication unit 12a checks the received request for establishment of communications received from the second communication unit 12b based on the obtained memory address and type (size). Since specifics of the check process are similar to the one executed in the second communication unit 12b mentioned above, we omit the description thereof.

[0209] Then, if the request is correct, and when the first communication unit authorizes the request for establishment of communications, it generates a temporary internal table. The data structure of the temporary internal table is similar to the third embodiment. Here the temporary internal table is created at once for the variable name to be the subject of setup of the current connection ID from the received request for establishment of communications, the correspondence relation between the variable name and real address obtained from the name solution process, and the table number of the communication buffer table. In fact, a temporary internal table that stores all information related to “Switch1” is created first. In addition, the second communication unit 12b displays “Requested Condition OK” and “Content of Establishment of Communications” in the monitor of the communication setup tool 30.

[0210] (8) When authorizing the request for establishment of communications, the second communication unit 12b identifies a connection ID and sends back the identified connection ID together with an “establishment request approval notice” to the first communication unit 12a. Then, the second communication unit 12b may send the real cycle together.

[0211] In addition, as the connection ID setup process is done for every data, the connection ID setup process for “Switch2” will be done if the connection ID setup process for Switch1 is complete. In fact, processes of (4) to (8) described above will be repeatedly executed. This would also create the temporary internal table for “Switch2”.

[0212] Similar to the third embodiment, both of the first communication unit 12a and the second communication unit 12b create connection tables. The final connection tables to be created here will be same as FIG. 14. After communication is established for all of the variables, communications will be conducted among communication units by employing the connection ID.

[0213] FIG. 17 and FIG. 18 show a fourth embodiment of the invention. Contrary to the third embodiment, in the fourth embodiment, the sending side is set to be the originator. Thus, as shown in FIG. 17, the first communication unit 12a comprises the communication setup information for the variable names of the local station of “Switch1” and “Switch2”. Also, as shown in FIG. 18, the second communication unit 12b comprises the communication setup information for the variable name of the local station of “STATUS”.

[0214] In the following, we describe functions of respective units while providing an explanation of name solution to be carried out between the connected CPU unit and communication units and the process steps in determining a connection ID to be used for actual data transmission/reception between the communication units.

[0215] (0) Respective preparation process functions of a communication buffer table of the first CPU unit 11a, that of the second CPU unit 11b, communication buffer table of the first communication unit 12a, and that of the second communication unit 12b are similar to the second and third embodiments.

[0216] In addition, manipulating the communication setup tool 30, the user generates communication setup information to store in the communication unit on the sending side, and stores it in the corresponding communication unit. In fact, the communication setup information of the first communication unit 11a is created for the 2 variable names of the local station of “Switch1” and “Switch2”, and that of the second communication unit 12a is created for the variable name of the local station of “STATUS”. The communication setup information to be generated here is a variable name used in the local station, that to be used in the counterpart station, node address of the other end of the communications, direction of communications (OUT), cycle of data transmission/reception, and data size. In this embodiment, since the communication setup information is set on the receiving side, direction of communication must be OUT and thus may be omitted.

[0217] In this embodiment, for the communication setup information of “Switch1” and “Switch2”, the first communication unit 12a shall be the originator and the second communication unit 12b shall be the target. For the communication setup information of “STATUS”, the second communication unit 12b shall be the originator and the first communication unit 12a shall be the target. Thus, the originator and target are determined for every communication setup information.
[0218] After (1) and (2) the variable table and communication buffer table are downloaded to respective communication units, the name solution process in each communication unit 12a, 12b is similar to the second and third embodiments. In fact, both the communication unit 12a on the side of the originator and the communication unit 12b on the side of the target issue a request for name solution to the CPU unit of the same programmable controller based on the variable name in the communication buffer table respectively possessed, and obtain the corresponding real address and size.

[0219] The process of (3) is almost same as that of the second and third embodiments. In this embodiment, however, as the receiving side is the originator, direction of the data for which the communication setup information is set must be “OUT”. In addition, for a variable name existing in the communication buffer table, if no communication setup information is set, the “direction” can be considered IN, since it can be presumed that the variable name is data on the sending side. This process of (3) could create a temporary internal table in which all data is associated. In addition, similar to the second embodiment, the communication unit on the side of the target that has no communication setup information may alternatively create a temporary internal table with the direction of communication being blank.

[0220] The process of (4) is also similar to the second and third embodiments. In the fourth embodiment, firstly, the first communication unit 12a with such a small node address as #1 runs. In fact, as shown in FIG. 17, the first communication unit 12a issues to the second communication unit 12b a request for establishment of communications having “READY/1W/OUT/5 ms”. It may include the variable name of the local station in the request for establishment of communications. In addition, since the node address of the local station and that of the counterpart station are stored in the frame header of the request for establishment of communications, the communication unit that has received the request will know from which communication unit at which node address the request for establishment of communications has been sent.

[0221] The process of (5) is almost similar to the second and third embodiments as well. In fact, the target (the second communication unit 12b) that has received the request for establishment of communications checks the request. In fact, it accesses to the temporary internal table and checks whether there is the variable name for which the request for establishment of communications was made. If the variable name exists, the target will check if the size matches. Furthermore, if it does, it confirms that the stored “direction” is IN that is opposite to the “direction information” (OUT) sent together with the request for establishment of communications, if temporary registration is made in the column “direction” of the temporary internal table, in the process (3) executed for the name solution, and determines the content of the temporary internal table. In addition, when the column “direction” of the temporary internal table created in the process (3) is left blank, the second communication unit 12b enters “IN” opposite to the received direction in the column “direction” corresponding to “READY” and “STOP” of the temporary internal table that was blank.

[0222] Similar to the second and third embodiments, although presence or absence of a variable name may be checked based on the temporary internal table, as described above, the invention is not limited to this, and the check may also be made based on the communication buffer table. Furthermore, it would be also acceptable if presence or absence of a variable name were double-checked based on both the temporary internal table and communication buffer table.

[0223] (6) In addition, the target compares the real cycle with the requested cycle, and checks whether it is possible to correspond. This process is almost similar to the second and third embodiments as well. When a request for establishment of communications is first made for “READY” as described above, however, the second communication unit 12b that is the target sets the connection ID of “#1/#2-0011” for RAYD data.

[0224] The first communication unit 12b then makes a request for establishment of communications of “STOP/1W/ OUT/5 ms” to the second communication unit 12a in order to execute the connection ID setup process. Based on this request for establishment of communications, the second communication unit 12b sets the connection ID (#1/#2-002) for “STOP” by executing processes of (5) and (6).

[0225] In addition, when the target that has received each request for establishment of communications issues a request approval notice together with the connection ID, connection tables having the data structure as shown in FIG. 9 are created on the originator and target. The connection tables are sequentially created and updated whenever one connection ID is assigned. FIG. 19 illustrates the finished condition and in the connection ID setup process based on the first communication unit 12a up to the second connection table is created.

[0226] When the connection ID setup process for all the variable names stored in the communication setup information of the first communication unit 12a, as shown in FIG. 18, the second communication unit 12b with the next smaller node address of #2 issues a request for establishment of communications.

[0227] (4) To be specific, first, the second communication unit 12b issues a request for establishment of communications for the variable name of the local station “STATUS”. In fact, as shown in FIG. 18, the second communication unit 12b issues a request for establishment of communications having “M_ST/1W/OUT/5 ms” to the first communication unit 12a. Here description of OUT may also be omitted.

[0228] (5) The target that has received the request for establishment of communications (the first communication unit 12a) checks the request. In fact, it accesses to the temporary internal table and checks whether there is the variable name for which the request for establishment of communications was made. If the variable name exists, the target will check if the size matches. Furthermore, if it does, it confirms that the stored “direction” is IN that is opposite to the “direction information” (OUT) sent together with the request for establishment of communications, if temporary registration is made in the column “direction” of the temporary internal table, in the process (3) executed for the name solution, and determines the content of the temporary internal table. In addition, when the column “direction” of the temporary internal table created in the process (3) is left blank, the first communication unit 12a enters “IN” opposite
to the received direction in the column “direction” corresponding to “M_ST” of the temporary internal table that was blank.

[0229] In addition, although presence or absence of a variable name may be checked based on the temporary internal table, as described above, the invention is not limited to this, and the check may also be made based on the communication buffer table. Furthermore, it would be also acceptable if presence or absence of a variable name were double-checked based on both the temporary internal table and communication buffer table.

[0230] (6) In addition, the target compares the real cycle with the requested cycle, and checks whether it is possible to correspond. This process is also handled with the steps similar to the second and third embodiments. In this embodiment, when a request for establishment of communications for “M_ST” as described above is first issued, the first communication unit 12a that is the target sets the connection ID of “#241-001” for data of “M_ST”.

[0231] With this, when the target that has received each request for establishment of communications issues a request approval notice together with the connection ID, connection tables finally having the data structure as shown in FIG. 19 are created on the originator and target. After communications are established for all of the variables, communications are conducted among the communication units by employing the connection ID.

[0232] In this embodiment, since the sending side is the originator, direction of the data that makes a request for establishment of communications is “OUT”. Thus, “OUT” may be omitted from actual transmission. In such a case, the communication unit on the side of target will execute the process, aware that the omitted direction is “IN” and the direction on the side of target will be “IN”, when it has received the request for establishment of communications.

[0233] FIG. 20 and FIG. 21 show a variant of the fourth embodiment. In the fourth embodiment described above, the name solution process between each communication unit and CPU unit is done in advance between respective units before the connection ID setup process takes place. In contrast, in this variant, the name solution on the side of the target is to be done in the course of process steps of setting the connection ID.

[0234] (9) Respective preparation process functions of a variable table of the first CPU unit 11a, that of the second CPU unit 11b, communication buffer table of the first communication unit 12a, and that of the second communication unit 12b are similar to the third embodiment described above.

[0235] Next, the name solution process and connection ID process are carried out, and the communication units having a smaller node address sequentially execute these processes. Thus, in this embodiment, the processes are executed when the first communication unit is the originator. Now we describe the processes by using FIG. 20.

[0236] (1) The first communication 12a requests the first CPU unit 11a for a variable name of the communication setup information. In fact, first, it makes an inquiry about the variable name “Switch1”. In addition, the request for name solution in the communication unit on the side of originator can be alternatively executed based on the variable name stored in the communication buffer table, rather than based on the variable name stored in the communication setup information, as described herein. A name solution process requested by the communication unit on the side of originator side may be made one by one for every variable or together for more than one variable name such as “Switch1” or “Switch2”.

[0237] (2) The first CPU Unit 11a refers to the variable table in accordance with received request for name solution and sends back the corresponding real address (DM100) and type (size). The first CPU unit 11a does not have to return the type (size).

[0238] (3) The first communication unit 12a on the side of originator creates a temporary internal table based on the information returned from the first CPU unit 11a and the communication setup information retained by itself. In fact, the temporary internal table for “Switch1” and “Switch1” are created. In addition, if the table number of the communication buffer table is not described in the communication setup information, a temporary internal table will be created when the first communication unit 12a refers to the communication buffer table and obtains the table number. The data structure of the temporary internal table to be created is similar to the fourth embodiment.

[0239] (4) In response to the command to establish communications from the communication setup tool 30, the first communication unit 12a (#1) on the side of the originator makes a request for establishment of communications to the second communication unit 12b (#2) on the side of the target based on the temporary internal table. The information to be transmitted with the request for establishment of communications include the variable name of the counterpart station/size/direction/cycle. The request for establishment of communications is made one by one. In the figure, the request for establishment of communications that corresponds to the variable name of the local station stored in the temporary internal table and that has “READY/1W/OUT/5 ms” is made. Needless to say, the direction of communications “OUT” may be omitted. Also, the variable name of the local station may be included in the request for establishment of communications. In addition, since the node address of the local station and that of the counterpart station are included in the frame header of the request for establishment of communications, the communication unit that has received the request will know from which communication unit at which node address the request for establishment of communications has been sent.

[0240] (5) The second communication unit 12b that has received the request for establishment of communications requests the second CPU unit 1lb for name solution for the received variable name. In the illustrated example, the second communication unit 12b makes a request to inquire about a real address of the variable name “READY”.

[0241] (6) The second CPU unit 11b refers to the variable table in response to the request for name solution, obtains the memory address and type (size) corresponding to the variable name (DM200/1W), and sends them back to the second communication unit 12b.

[0242] (7) The second communication unit 12b checks the request for establishment of communications received from
the first communication unit 12a, based on the memory address and type (size) obtained from the second CPU unit 11b. As the process here is similar to the variant of the second embodiment and that of the third embodiment, we omit the description thereof. If the request is correct and the second communication unit 12b authorizes the request for establishment of communications, it creates a temporary internal table for the variable name (READY). The data structure of the temporary internal table is similar to the fourth embodiment. Here, the temporary internal table is created at once for the variable name that is the subject of the current process, from the received request for establishment of communications and the correspondence relation between the variable name and real address obtained from the name solution process. In fact, the temporary internal table that stores all information related to “READY” is created. In addition, the second communication unit 12b displays “Requested Condition OK” and “Content of Establishment of Communications” in the monitor of the communication setup tool 30.

[0243] (8) When the second communication unit authorizes the request for establishment of communications, the second communication unit 12b identifies the connection ID and sends back the identified connection ID and a “establishment request approval notice” to the first communication unit 12a. Then, the second communication unit 12 may send the real cycle together.

[0244] The request for establishment of communications is made in terms of a connection ID, namely, one by one for every variable name. If the connection ID setup process for “READY” completes, the connection ID setup process for “STOP” will be executed next. This could create the temporary internal table for “STOP” and set the connection ID. With this, a connection table is also created.

[0245] As the data for which the first communication unit 12a is the originator has the 2 variable names of the local station, namely, Switch1 and Switch2, the connection ID setup process to the communication setup information of the first communication unit 12a completes when the connection ID setup for the 2 variables mentioned above ends. Then, as shown in FIG. 21, the second communication unit 12b with the next smaller node address of #2 issues a request for establishment of communications.

[0246] (1) The second communication unit 12b makes a request for name solution to the second CPU unit 11b for the variable name of the communication setup information. In fact, it makes an inquiry about the variable name of “STATUS”.

[0247] (2) The second CPU unit 11b refers to the variable table in response to the received request for name solution and sends back the corresponding real address (DM250). Then, the second CPU unit 11b may return the type (size) together.

[0248] (3) The second communication unit 12b on the side of the originator additionally creates a temporary internal table for “STATUS” based on the information returned from the second CPU unit 11b and the communication setup information retained by itself. The temporary internal tables for “READY” and “STOP” were already created while the process based on the request for establishment of communications from the first communication unit described by using FIG. 20 was executed. This could create temporary internal tables for all the variables handled by the second communication unit 12b.

[0249] (4) In response to the command to establish communications from the communication setup tool 30, for the variable name stored in the communication setup information, the second communication unit 12b (#2) on the side of the originator makes a request for establishment of communications to the first communication unit 12a (#1) on the side of the target, based on the temporary internal table. The request for establishment of communications is made one by one. In the figure, the request for establishment of communications that corresponds to the variable name of the local station “STATUS” stored in the temporary internal table and that has “M_ST/1W/OUT/5 ms” is made. Here “OUT” may be omitted. The variable name of the local station may be included in the request for establishment of communications. In addition, in the frame header of the request for establishment of communications, the node address of the local station and that of the counterpart station are stored.

[0250] (5) The first communication unit 12a that has received the request for establishment of communications makes a request for name solution to the first CPU unit 11a for the received variable name. In the illustrated example, the first communication unit 12a makes a request to inquire about the real address of the variable name “M_ST”.

[0251] (6) The first CPU unit 11a refers to the variable table in response to the request for name solution, obtains the memory address and type (size) corresponding to the variable name (DM150/1W), and sends them back to the first communication unit 12a.

[0252] (7) The first communication unit 12a checks the request for establishment of communications received from the second communication unit 12b based on the memory address and type (size) obtained from the first CPU unit 11a. As the specifics of this check process are similar to those of the second communication unit 12b as described above, we herein omit the description thereof.

[0253] If the request is correct and the first communication unit authorizes the request for establishment of communications, it creates a temporary internal table. The data structure of this temporary internal table is similar to the fourth embodiment. Here the temporary internal table is created at once for the variable name that is the subject of the connection ID setup process, from the received request for establishment of communications, the correspondence relation between the variable name and real address obtained from the name solution process, and the table number of the communication buffer table. In fact, the temporary internal table that stores all information related to “M_ST” is created. In addition, the first communication unit 12a displays “Requested Condition OK” and “Content of Establishment of Communications” in the monitor of the communication setup tool 30.

[0254] (8) When the first communication unit 12a authorizes the request for establishment of communications, it identifies a connection ID and sends back the identified connection ID and an “establishment request approval notice” to the second communication unit 12b. Then, the first communication unit 11a may send the real cycle together.
Then, similar to the fourth embodiment, both the first communication unit 12a and the second communication unit 12b create connection tables. The final connection tables to be created here will be same as FIG. 19. After communication is established for all of the variables, communications will be conducted among communication units by employing the connection ID.

As described above, although we describe variants of the second to fourth embodiments in the second to fourth embodiments, it would be preferable if the following were done in any of the embodiments.

First, a request for communications to be issued by the originator shall include a node address of the local station (node address on the side of the originator), variable name of the local station (variable name on the side of the originator), node address of the counterpart node, data size (size of data for communications), direction (whether it is transmission or reception), and the cycle. For the variable name of the local station (variable name on the side of the target) and the variable name of the counterpart station (variable name on the side of the target), since the originator originally memorizes a relation between the two, either of them may be omitted. In addition, as the data size (size of data for communications) information is memorized by the originator, it may be omitted.

When the originator receives a communication approval from the target, it overwrites the cycle in the communication setup information with the cycle communications of which was approved, and memorizes it. This would allow the user to check the communication setup information of the originator and keep track of the communications involved as the originator. It would also be acceptable if all information related to the communication setup information herein were held as a table.

In addition, it is preferable that the target memorizes the information obtained through the communication establishment processes at the target all together. For instance, it would be fine if a memory area in which communication setup information can be newly stored is prepared, where information including that on a connection ID, node address of the local station (node address on the side of the target), variable name of the local station (variable name on the side of the target), node address of the counterpart node (node address on the side of the originator), variable name of the counterpart station (variable name on the side of the originator), data size (size of data for communications), direction (whether it is transmission or reception) and cycle (cycle communications of which was authorized) may be separately stored. With this, the user can know content of communications based on the variable names by checking stored information of the communication setup information involved as the target.

As shown in the third and fourth embodiments and their variants, one communication unit may play a role of both the originator and target. Even in this case, as one communication unit may have the communication setup information after establishment of communications as the originator and the communication setup information after establishment of communications as a target, the user can know content of communications based on the variable name by memorizing them.

FIG. 22 shows a fifth embodiment of the invention. In the respective embodiments described above, one connection ID was set for one variable name. Unlike them, in this embodiment, a plurality of variable names are grouped, so that more than one piece of data can be transmitted and received at the same time. Data to be grouped shall have a common counterpart of communication, identical cycle, and same direction of communications. Since a request for establishment of communications is made on the side of the originator, “OUT data” that has a common target and identical cycle can be grouped, in accordance with the conditions of grouping described above. In addition, “IN data” that has a common target and same interval can also be grouped.

For instance, in the case of the second embodiment, since “Switch1” and “Switch2” are “OUT” data having not only a same target, namely, the second communication unit 12b, but also identical cycle of 5 ms, they can be grouped. As “M_SI” does not have other data that satisfies the conditions of grouping, it shall independently set a connection ID and conduct communication. In the following, we describe name solution process and connection ID setup process for data that characterizes the invention and that can be grouped and transmitted.

(0) Manipulating the communication setup tool 30, a user creates an assembly table for management of data to be grouped, and stores it in each communication unit. The assembly table is similar to the communication buffer table in the second embodiment, etc. and has the table structure that associates an assembly name, buffer area and corresponding variables. In the column of corresponding variables, variable names to be grouped are stored. The buffer area is where data corresponding to a variable name is stored, and size of the buffer area dictates the number of data pieces that can be grouped.

Manipulating the communication setup tool 30, the user generates communication setup information to store in the first communication 12a that is the originator and stores it. The communication setup information has the table structure that associates an assembly name of the local station, node address that identifies the counterpart station, assembly name of the counterpart station, data size, direction, and cycle. The data size shall be a sum of data size of respective data pieces to be grouped.

Needless to say, manipulating the communication setup tool 30, the user not only creates each variable table and stores it in the corresponding CPU unit, but also generates a communication buffer table or communication setup information for data not to be grouped and stores them in the corresponding communication unit.

(1) A name solution process whereby a communication unit associates a variable name with a real address is done for every variable name, and thus executed similar to the second embodiment. In fact, the communication unit obtains a variable name stored in the assembly table, and makes an inquiry to the CPU unit to which it is connected about a real address of the obtained variable name. When making the inquiry, the user may arbitrarily set the number of variables: He/she may make an inquiry one by one or make inquiries all together.

(2) On receipt of an inquiry, each CPU unit refers to the variable table, and returns the real address and type (size) of the variable name. The processes (1) and (2)
(3) The first communication unit 12a on the side of the originator memories the information that the name is solved. For instance, the temporary internal table can be used as a storage area. In addition, since even “direction” is identified in the communication setup information on the side of the originator provided with the communication setup information, the temporary internal table completes, as shown in FIG. 22. The temporary internal table is the table that associates information that identifies the buffer area of the assembly table (BI1, in the figure), assembly name of the local station, data size of the entire group, grouped variable names, real addresses and directions. As seen clearly in the figure, a series of table is created in terms of a group.

(3) The second communication unit 12b on the side of the target stores information that the name is solved. For instance, the temporary internal table can be used as a storage area. In addition, since “direction” cannot be identified on the side of the target that has no communication setup information, a temporary internal table as a result of executing the process will have the direction left blank.

(4) Next, we describe the connection ID setup process steps. Starting with smaller node numbers, the originators sequentially make a request for establishment of communications to the target. The request for establishment of communications is based on the fact that the tool 30 has issued the command to establish communications, and is sequentially issued to the communication units that shall be the counterpart of the data to be processed, by respective communication units.

The request for establishment of communications is made in terms of assembly, for grouped data. In fact, the request for establishment of communications transmits information on an assembly name of the counter part station, data size, direction and cycle to the counterpart node. Needless to say, since the node address (#1) of the local station is stored in the header of the transmission frame, the communication unit that has received it will know from which communication unit at which node address the request for establishment of communications has been sent.

Therefore, as in the fifth embodiment shown in FIG. 22, firstly, the first communication unit 12a with such a smaller node address as #1 runs. Needless to say, for data not grouped, as with the second embodiment, etc., a request for establishment of communications is made for every variable name.

(5) The target that has received the request for establishment of communications (the second communication unit 12b) checks the request. In fact, it accesses to the temporary internal table and checks whether there is the assembly name for which the request for establishment of communications was made. Then, if the assembly name exists, the target will check if the size matches. If it does, the second communication unit 12b enters “IN” that is opposite to the received direction, in the column “direction” corresponding to “READY” and “STOP” of the temporary internal table that were blank.

In addition, although presence or absence of an assembly name may be checked based on the temporary internal table, as described above, the invention is not limited to this, and the check may also be made based on the assembly table. Furthermore, it would be also acceptable if presence or absence of an assembly name were double-checked based on both the temporary internal table and assembly table.

(6) In addition, the target compares the real cycle with the requested cycle, and checks if it is possible to correspond. If so, the target identifies a connection ID, and displays “Requested Condition OK” and “Content of Establishment of Communications” in the monitor of the communication setup tool 30. Then the target notifies “Requested Condition OK” and the connection ID to the originator that has issued the request for establishment of communications. Then, it may send the real cycle together. Since the real cycle on the side of the target is stored in its system memory, the targets reads it out and notifies it together with the connection ID, etc. If the target cannot handle with the requested cycle, it shall handle with the steps similar to the second embodiment.

The connection ID is comprised of a node address of the originator-address of the target-serial number. The serial number is assigned in the order of processes. Thus, when the request for establishment of communications is issued first for “T Asyl” mentioned above, the second communication unit 12b that is the target sets the connection ID of “#1@2-001” for the data of T Asyl.

When the target that has received the request for establishment of communications issues a request approval notice together with the connection ID, connection tables having the data structure shown in FIG. 23A are created on the originator and target. The connection tables are sequentially created and updated whenever one connection ID is assigned.

In addition, in this embodiment, for data that cannot be grouped, a connection ID is set in terms of a variable name, in accordance with the method described in the second embodiment, etc. Although the set connection ID is managed by the connection table, it is formed separately from the connection table that uses grouped assembly names as shown in FIG. 23A. In addition, registration of the information on one variable name that cannot be grouped in the assembly table would enable unified management with a same connection table. In this case, for BI2, data of only M ST will be stored, for instance.

If the connection ID is set for all data, data is transmitted/received between the first communication unit 12a and second communication unit 12b by employing the connection ID. Thus, the data that has been grouped will be transmitted all together.

FIG. 24 shows a variant of the fifth embodiment. In the fifth embodiment described above, the name solution process between each communication unit and CPU unit is done by was made. The advance before the setup process of connection ID takes place. In contrast, in the variant, the name solution on the side of the target is done in the course of the process steps of setting a connection ID.

In fact, manipulating the communication setup tool 30, the user generates a variable table for the first CPU unit 11a, that for the second CPU unit 11b, assembly table for the first communication unit, and that for the second communication unit, and downloads respective tables to
corresponding units. Furthermore, manipulating the communication setup tool 30, the user generates communication setup information and stores it in the first communication unit 12a. The content of respective tables or communication setup information are similar to the fifth embodiment.

(0282) (1) Next, the first communication unit 12a makes a request for name solution to the first CPU unit 11a for the variable name of the local station stored in the communication setup information. This request for name solution is to make an inquiry about a real address of the memory of the first CPU unit 11a in which data corresponding to the variable name of the local station is stored. Here Switch1 and Switch2 are grouped, and an inquiry about name solution may be sequentially made one by one or all together. In addition, the name solution request in the communication unit to be on the side of the originator can be executed based on the variable name stored in the assembly table, instead of the variable name stored in the communication setup information.

(0283) (2) The first CPU unit 11a refers to the variable table in response to the received request for name solution and sends back the corresponding real address (memory address). Then, the first CPU unit transmits the type together.

(0284) (3) The first communication unit 12a on the side of the originator creates a temporary internal table based on the information returned from the first CPU unit 11a (real address, type) and the communication setup information retained by itself. The data structure of the temporary internal table to be created is similar to the fifth embodiment and the table is created in terms of a group.

(0285) (4) In response to the command to establish communications from the communication setup tool 30, the first communication unit 12a (Fig. 1) on the side of the originator makes a request for establishment of communications to the second communication unit 12b (Fig. 2) based on the temporary internal table. The information to be transmitted together with the request for establishment of communications includes an assembly name of the counterpart station size/direction/cycle. Therefore, to be specific, the first communication unit 12a issues a request for establishment of communications having “T_A#1/2WS/OUT/5 ms” to the second communication unit 12b. The variable of the local station may be included in the request for establishment of communications. In addition, in the header of the request for establishment of communications the node address of the local station and that of the counterpart station are stored.

(0286) (5) The second communication unit 12b that has received the request for establishment of communications makes a request for name solution to the second CPU unit 11b for the received variable name. Then, as the request for establishment of communications is in terms of a group, there are more than one variable name to be identified by an assembly name. Then, the second communication unit refers to the assembly table, obtains the corresponding variable name, and requests the second CPU unit 11b for name solution for the obtained variable names one by one. In the illustrated example, the second communication unit 12b makes a request to inquire about a real address for the first variable “READY”. Needless to say, it may request name solution for all of the variable names in the assembly all together.

(0287) (6) The second CPU unit 11b refers to the variable table in response to the request for name solution, obtains the real address and type (size) corresponding to the variable name, and sends them back to the second communication unit 12b. In the figure, the second CPU unit 11b returns “DM200/1W (meaning one word)” to “READY” for which an inquiry was made. If it makes a request for name solution one by one, it shall repeat (5) and (6) for predetermined number of times, and executes name solution of all the variables belonging to the assembly name.

(0288) (7) The second communication unit 12b checks the request for establishment of communications received from the first communication unit 12a based on the memory address and type (size) obtained from the second CPU unit 11b. As the specific check items are similar to the fifth embodiments, we omit them.

(0289) If the request is correct and the second communication unit 12b authorizes a request for establishment of communications, it creates a temporary internal table. The data structure of the temporary internal table is similar to the fifth embodiment. Here the temporary internal table is created at once for the assembly name that is now the subject of the connection ID setup process, from the received request for establishment of communications and the correspondence relation between the variable name and real address obtained from the name solution process. In addition, the second communication unit 12b displays “Requested Condition OK” and “Content of Establishment of Communications” in the monitor of the communication setup tool 30.

(0290) (8) When the second communication unit 12b authorizes a request for establishment of communications, it identifies a connection ID and sends back the identified connection ID and an “establishment request approval notice” to the first communication unit 12a. Then, the second communication unit b may transmit the real cycle together.

(0291) In the following, similar to the fifth embodiment, both of the first communication unit 12a and the second communication unit 12b create connection tables. Furthermore if there exist more than one assembly name, they repeatedly execute the processes (4) to (8) mentioned above for every assembly variable name, make a request for establishment of communications and set connection IDs for all assembly names. Similarly to the fifth embodiment, as communications will be conducted among the communication units by employing the connection ID after communications are established, we omit the description thereof.

FIG. 25 shows the sixth embodiment of the invention. Similarly to the third embodiment, this embodiment is based on the assumption that the receiving side is set to be the originator, and applies grouping as with the fifth embodiment. The conditions of grouping are similar to the fifth embodiment. However, since the receiving side is set to be the originator, “IN data” that actually has a common target and identical cycle will be grouped. In the following, we describe the name solution process for the data to be grouped and transmitted that characterizes the embodiment as well as the connection ID setup process.

(0293) (9) Manipulating the communication setup tool 30, the user creates an assembly table for managing data to be
grouped, and stores it in each communication unit. The assembly table has the data structure similar to the fifth embodiment. However, assembly names will differ because the relation between the originator and target is opposite to that of the fifth and sixth embodiments. In fact, in the fifth and sixth embodiments, in order to make it easier to understand association of assembly names between the originator and target, an assembly name of the target shall be the assembly name of the originator with "T." prefixed. For this reason, the assembly name to be stored in the assembly table of the second communication unit 12b is a name "Asy." followed by any appropriate number, and the assembly name to be stored in the assembly table of the first communication unit 12a starts with "T.".

[0294] Manipulating the communication setup tool 30, the user also generates communication setup information to store in the second communication unit 12b that is the originator, and stores it in the second communication unit 12b. The communication setup information has the table structure that associates the assembly name of the local station, node address that identifies the counterpart station, assembly name of the counterpart station, data size, direction, and cycle. The data size shall be a sum of data size of each data to be grouped. In addition, in the second embodiment, since the receiving side is set to be the originator, direction in the communication setup information must be "IN". Then, as with the third embodiment, the column of direction in the communication setup information may be omitted.

[0295] Needless to say, manipulating the communication setup tool 30, the user not only creates each variable table and stores it in the corresponding CPU unit, but also generates a communication buffer table or communication setup information for data not to be grouped and stores them in the corresponding communication unit.

[0296] (1) The name solution process whereby the communication unit associates a variable name with a real address takes place before the connection ID setup process. In fact, similar to the fifth embodiment, the communication unit obtains the variable name stored in the assembly table, and makes an inquiry to the CPU unit to which it is connected about a real address of the variable name. The number of variable names when making the inquiry may be set arbitrarily, and inquiries may be made one by one or all together.

[0297] (2) Upon receipt of an inquiry, each CPU unit refers to the variable table, and sends back a real address and type (size) corresponding to the variable name. These processes of (1) and (2) shall be executed with appropriate timing between the communication unit and CPU unit.

[0298] (3) The second communication unit 12a on the side of the originator stores the information that the name is solved. For instance, the temporary internal table can be used as a storage area. In addition, on the side of originator with the communication setup information, even "direction" is identified in the communication setup information, and thus the temporary internal table is complete, as shown in FIG. 25. The temporary internal table is the table that associates information that identifies the buffer area in the assembly table (BHI in the figure), the assembly name of the local station, data size of the entire group, grouped variable names, real addresses and direction. As evidenced by the figure, a series of tables are created in terms of a group.

[0299] (3) The first communication unit 12a on the side of the target stores the information that the name is solved. For instance, the temporary internal table can be used as a storage area. In addition, on the side of the target that has no communication setup information, as "direction" cannot be identified directly, a temporary internal table resulting from execution of this process has the column of "direction" left blank. Furthermore, since the target side is the sending side, "direction" will be "OUT". Then, when creating a temporary internal table, the first communication unit 12a may store "OUT" in the column of "direction".

[0300] (4) Next, we describe the connection ID setup process steps. Starting with smaller node numbers, the originators sequentially make a request for establishment of communications to the target. The request for establishment of communications is based on the fact that the tool 30 has issued the command to establish communications, and respective communication units shall issue a request for establishment of communications to the communication units that are the communication counterpart of the data to be processed sequentially. For grouped data, the request for establishment of communications is made in terms of an assembly. In other words, the request for establishment of communications sends information on the assembly name of the counterpart station, data size, orientation and cycle to the counterpart node. Needless to say, since in the header of the transmission frame, the node address of the local station is also stored as sender information, the communication unit that has received it will know from which communication unit at which node address the request for establishment of communications has been sent.

[0301] In the example of FIG. 25, since the minimum node number of the communication unit provided with the communication setup information is #2, the second communication unit 12b executes the request for establishment of communications. In fact, the second communication unit 12b issues a request for establishment of communications having "T_Asy1/2/W/IN/5 ms" to the first communication unit 12a. Needless to say, for data not grouped, it makes a request for establishment of communications for every variable name, as with the third embodiment.

[0302] (5) The target that has received the request for establishment of communications (the first communication unit 12a) checks the request. In fact, it accesses to the temporary internal table and checks whether there is the assembly name for which the request for establishment of communications was made. If the assembly name exists, the target will check if the size matches. If it does, the first communication unit 12a, the first communication unit 12a enters "OUT" that is opposite to the received direction, in the column "direction" corresponding to "Switch1" and "Switch2" of the temporary internal table that were blank. In addition, in the process of (3), if a provisional temporary internal table having "OUT" stored in the column "direction" was created, the unit confirms that the corresponding column is now "OUT" and determines the content.

[0303] In addition, although presence or absence of an assembly name may be checked based on the temporary internal table, as described above, the invention is not
limited to this, and the check may also be made based on the assembly table. Furthermore, it would be also acceptable if presence or absence of an assembly name were double-checked based on both the temporary internal table and assembly table.

[0304] In addition, the target compares the real cycle with the requested cycle, and checks whether it is possible to correspond. If so, the target identifies a connection ID, and displays “Requested Condition OK” and “Content of Establishment of Communications” in the monitor of the communication setup tool 30. Then the target notifies “Requested Condition OK” and the connection ID to the originator that has issued the request for establishment of communications. Then, it may send the real cycle together. Since the real cycle on the side of the target is stored in its system memory, the targets reads it out and notifies it together with the connection ID, etc. If the target cannot handle with the requested cycle, it shall handle with the steps similar to the second embodiment.

[0305] The connection ID is comprised of a node address of the originator-address of the target-serial number. The serial number is assigned in the order of processes. Thus, when the request for establishment of communications is issued first for “T_Asyl” mentioned above, the second communication unit 12b that is the target sets the connection ID of “#2#1-001” for the data of T_Asyl.

[0306] If there exist more than one assembly name registered in the assembly table, the processes (4) to (6) are repeatedly executed for every assembly variable name mentioned above, and connection IDs shall be set for all assembly names.

[0307] When the target that has received the request for establishment of communications issues a request approval notice together with the connection ID, connection tables having the data structure as shown in FIG. 26 are created in the originator and target. The connection tables are sequentially created and updated whenever one connection ID is assigned.

[0308] If the connection IDs are set for every data, data will be transmitted and received by employing the connection IDs between the first communication unit 12a and the second communication unit 12b. Thus, the grouped data shall be transmitted all together.

[0309] Although we omit specific illustrations, also in the sixth embodiment, the name solution on the side of target maybe executed while the connection ID setup process is being done, similar to variant of the fifth embodiment. In addition, as in the fourth embodiment and its variant, the above grouping technique can also be applied, when the sending side is set to be the originator.

[0310] In addition, in FIG. 22, FIG. 24 and FIG. 25, although the assembly table associates an assembly name, buffer area, and corresponding variables so that they can form a part, it may be managed, for instance, by being divided into 2 tables, namely, a table that associates the assembly name and buffer area and a table that associates the assembly and the corresponding variables. Division of the assembly table into 2 tables and managing them as such can also apply to the communication buffer table shown in the second to fourth embodiments and their variants.

[0311] In the above, although we described the fifth and sixth embodiments and their variants, the following would be preferable in any embodiment.

[0312] First, a communication request to be issued by the originator shall include a node address of the local station (node address on the side of the originator), assemble name of the local station (assemble name on the side of the originator), node address of the counterpart station (node address on the side of the target), assemble name of the counterpart station (assemble name on the side of the target), data size (size of data for communications), direction (whether it is transmission or reception) and cycle.

[0313] On the one hand, a request approval notice that the target sends to the originator shall include an assemble name of the local station (assemble name on the side of the target), assemble name of the counterpart station (assemble name on the side of the target), data size (size of data for communications), and direction (whether it is transmission or reception), in addition to an approval notice (OK/NG), connection ID, node address of the local station (node address on the side of the target), node address of the counterpart station (node address on the side of the originator), and cycle. Among them, for the assemble name (assemble name on the side of the target) and that of the counterpart station (that on the side of the target), since the originator originally memorizes a relation between the two, either of them may be omitted. In addition, as the data size (size of data for communications) is the information also memorized by the originator, it may be omitted.

[0314] When the originator receives a communication approval from the target, it overwrites the cycle in the communication setup information with the cycle communications of which was approved, and memorizes it. This would allow the user to check the communication setup information of the originator and keep track of the communications involved as the originator. It would also be acceptable if all information related to the communication setup information herein were held as a table.

[0315] In addition, the target preferably memorizes a communication request from the originator, and information obtained through the communication establishment process at the target all together. For instance, it would be fine if a memory area in which communication setup information can be newly stored is prepared, where information including that on a connection ID, node address of the local station (node address on the side of the target), assemble name of the local station (assemble name on the side of the target), node address of the counterpart node (node address on the side of the originator), assemble name of the counterpart station (assemble name on the side of the originator), data size (size of data for communications), direction (whether it is transmission or reception) and cycle (cycle communications of which was authorized) may be separately stored. With this, the user can know content of communications based on the variable names by checking stored information of the communication setup information involved as the target.

[0316] In addition, as in the fifth and sixth embodiments and their variants, one communication unit may play a role of both the originator and target. Even in this case, as one communication unit may have the communication setup information after establishment of communications as the
originator and the communication setup information after establishment of communications as a target, the user can know content of communications based on the variable name by memorizing them.

What is claimed is:

1. A programmable controller comprising a controller that executes and operates a programmed program, and a communication unit that communicates through a network with other communication units, the programmable controller characterized in that:

   the controller has a memory device of storing a variable table that associates a variable name with a real address that identifies an area in which data corresponding to the variable name is stored;

   the communication unit has a communication setup information memory device of storing communication setup information that identifies a variable name targeted for communications with other communication units; and

   the communication unit comprises a variable solution device of storing and retaining the table that obtains a real address corresponding to the variable name stored in the communication setup information memory device by making an inquiry to the controller with predetermined timing, and associates the variable name with the real addresses.

2. The programmable controller as of claim 1 characterized in that:

   the communication setup information is the information that associates the variable name targeted for the communication, reception attribute, sender address of communication target, and variable name at the sender; and

   the communication unit comprises a device of requesting identification information for identifying data to be transmitted to the communication unit at the sender address, and a device of storing the identification information transmitted from the communication unit to the sender address in response to the request, and enabling provision to the controller of the data transmitted together with the identification information during communications.

3. The programmable controller as of claim 1 characterized in that:

   the communication setup information is the information that associates the variable name targeted for the communications and transmission attributes; and

   the communication unit comprises a device of returning identification information of data when it has received a request for obtaining the identification information for identifying data to be communicated with a communication unit of a communication counterpart, and

   a device of transmitting the data targeted for communications, with the identification information attached.

4. A communication unit connecting, by way of a system bus, a controller comprising a variable table that associates a variable name with a real address in which data corresponding to the variable name is stored, the communication unit comprising:

   a communication setup information memory device of storing communication setup information that identifies a variable name targeted for communications in the communication unit; and

   a variable solution device of obtaining a real address associated with the variable name stored in the communication setup information device, by making an inquiry to the controller with predetermined timing, and of storing and retaining a table that associates the obtained real address with the variable name.

5. The communication unit as of claim 4, characterized in that:

   the communication setup information is the information that associates the variable name targeted for the communications, reception attribute, sender address of data to be communicated, and the variable name at the sender; and

   it comprises a device of requesting the communication unit at the sender address to obtain identification information for identifying data to be communicated; and

   a device of associating and storing, in response to the request, the identification information transmitted from the communication unit at the sender address, and enabling provision to the controller of the data transmitted together with the identification information during communications.

6. The communication unit as of claim 4, characterized in that the communication information is the information that associates the variable name targeted for the communication and transmission attribute,

   a device of returning identification information corresponding to data when receiving a request for acquisition of the identification information for identifying the data to be communicated from the communication unit of the communication counterpart, and

   the data targeted for communications to be transmitted with the identification information attached.

7. A controller system connected by and comprised of a plurality of programmable controllers through a network, the controller system characterized in that:

   the plurality of programmable controllers comprise not less than one each of the programmable controller according to claim 2 and the programmable controller according to claim 3; data transmission and reception between the plurality of programmable controllers are conducted by identifying data, using the identification information.

8. A method of solving variables in a programmable controller comprising a controller that operates and executes a programmed program and a communication unit that communicates through a network with other communication units, the method characterized in that:

   the controller having a memory device of storing a variable table that associates a variable name with a real address corresponding to the variable name;

   the communication unit having a communication setup information memory device of storing communication setup information for identifying a variable name targeted for communications with other communication units,
the communication unit making an inquiry to the controller about the real address corresponding to the variable name stored in the communication setup information memory device, with predetermined timing;

the controller, in response to the inquiry, returning the real address corresponding to the variable name;

the communication unit creating a table that associates the returned real address with the variable name targeted for communications, and storing it in the memory device;

9. The method of solving variables as of claim 8 characterized in that:

the communication setup information being the information that associates the variable names targeted for the communications, reception attributes, sender address of the data targeted for communications, and a variable name at the sender;

the communication unit issuing to the communication unit at the sender address a request for acquisition of identification information for identifying data to be transmitted,

in response to the request, not only obtaining the identification information transmitted from the communication unit at the sender address, but also enabling provision to the controller of the data transmitted together with the identification information during communications, by associating and storing the acquired identification with the real address.

10. A method of processing data in a communication unit that connects, by way of a system bus, to a controller comprising a variable table that associates a variable name with a real address in which data corresponding to the variable name is stored, the method characterized by:

storing and retaining communication setup information that identifies a variable name targeted for communications with a communication unit of a communication counterpart;

not only extracting the variable name contained in the stored and retained communication setup information, but also making an inquiry to the controller about a real address corresponding to the extracted variable name;

storing and retaining the table that associates the real address returned from the controller with the variable name.

11. A method of solving variables in a controller system not only that comprises a plurality of programmable controllers comprising a controller that operates and executes a programmed program and a communication unit that communicates with other communication unit through a network, but also wherein the plurality of programmable controllers are configured and connected to the network, the method characterized by:

the controller storing a variable table that associates the variable name with the real address in which data corresponding to the variable name is stored;

the communication unit storing communication setup information that associates a variable name for identifying a variable name targeted for communications with other communication unit, transmission and reception attributes, sender address of data, and a variable name at the sender;

the communication unit making an inquiry to the controller about the real address corresponding to the variable name stored in the communication setup information, with predetermined timing;

the controller, in response to the inquiry, returning the real address corresponding to the variable name;

the communication unit creating and storing a table that associates the returned return address and the variable name targeted for communications;

in addition, the communication unit detecting the transmission and reception attributes, and, when it is the reception attribute, issuing a request for acquiring identification information that identifies the data to be communicated, to the communication unit at the sender address to be identified based on the sender address; and

in response to the request, not only acquiring the identification information transmitted from the communication unit at the sender address, but also enabling provision to the controller of the data transmitted together with the identification information during communications, by associating and storing the acquired identification information with the returned real address.

12. A programmable controller comprising a controller that operates and executes a programmed program and a communication unit that communicates with other communication units through a network, the programmable controller characterized by:

the controller having a variable table that associates and stores a real address of the memory in which data is stored with a variable name corresponding to the data; and

the communication unit having:

a communications setup information memory device that stores communication setup information identifying a variable name targeted for communications with the other communication units;

a table that associates and stores the variable name targeted for communications and a buffer area; and

a device of solving variables that obtains a real address corresponding to the variable name stored in the table by making an inquiry to the controller with predetermined timing, and stores and retains a table that associates the variable name with the acquired real address.

13. In the programmable controller as of claim 12, a programmable controller characterized in that:

the communication setup information is the information that associates a variable name targeted for the communications, transmission and reception attributes, sender address of data targeted for communications and variable name at the sender; and

the communication unit further having:

a device of making a request for acquisition of identification information for identifying data to be communicated to the communication unit at the sender address; and
a device of associating and storing the identification information transmitted from the communication unit at the sender address in response to the request and the real address obtained by the variable solution device, and enabling provision to the controller of the data transmitted with the identification information during communications.

14. In the programmable controller as of claim 12, a programmable controller characterized in that:

a table of the communication unit shall be an assembly table that associates and stores the variable names targeted for communications, assembly name that groups the variable names, and buffer area; and

the communication setup information shall be the information that associates the assembly name targeted for the communications, transmission and reception attributes, sender address of data targeted for communications, and assembly name at the sender.

15. A programmable controller comprising a controller that operates and executes a programmed program and a communication unit that communicates with other communication units through a network, the programmable controller characterized by:

the controller having a variable table that associates and stores a real address of the memory in which data is stored with a variable name corresponding to the data; and the communication unit having:

a table that associates and stores a variable name targeted for communications with other communication units and buffer area;

a variable solution device that obtains the real address corresponding to the variable name stored in the table by making an inquiry to the controller with predetermined timing, and stores and retains a table that associates the variable name with the acquired real address; and

a communication establishment device that receives the communication setup information for identifying the variable name targeted for communications from the other communication units.

16. In the programmable controller as of claim 15, a programmable controller characterized by:

the communication setup information received by the communication establishment device including the variable name targeted for the communications and transmission and reception attributes;

the communication establishment device generating connection identification information for data communications with other communication units when it receives the communication setup information, and transmitting the generated identification information to the other communication units; and

the communication unit comprising a device of enabling provision to the controller of the data transmitted together with the identification information from the other communication units.

17. In the programmable controller as of claim 15, a programmable controller characterized by:

a table of the communication unit shall be an assembly table that associates and stores variable names targeted for communications, assembly name that groups the variable names, and buffer area; and

communication setup information of the communication unit shall be the information that associates the assembly name targeted for communications, transmission and reception attributes, sender address of the data targeted for communications and assembly name at the sender.

18. A programmable controller comprising a controller that operates and executes a programmed program and a communication unit that communicates with other communication units through a network, the programmable controller characterized in that:

the controller has a variable table that associates and stores a real address of the memory in which data is stored with a variable name corresponding to the data;

the communication unit has a table that associates and stores a variable name targeted for communications with the other communication units and buffer area, and a communication establishment device that receives communication setup information for identifying the variable name targeted for communications from the other communication units; and

the communication unit comprises a variable solution device that obtains the real address corresponding to the variable name included in the communication setup information by making an inquiry to the controller with timing after the communication establishment device receives the communication setup information, and stores and retains a table that associates the variable name with the acquired real address.

19. In the programmable controller as of claim 18, a programmable controller characterized in that:

the communication setup information received by the communication establishment device includes the variable name targeted for the communications, and transmission and reception attributes;

the communication establishment device generates connection identification information to be data communicated with other communication units by receiving the communication setup information, and transmits the generated identification information to the other communication units; and

the communication unit comprises a device of enabling provision to the controller of the data transmitted together with the identification information from the other communication units.

20. In the programmable controller as of claim 18, a programmable controller characterized in that:

a table of the communication unit shall be an assembly table that associates and stores variable names targeted for communications, assembly name that groups the variable names, and buffer area; and

the communication setup information of the communication unit shall be the information that associates the assembly name targeted for the communications, trans-
mission and reception attributes, sender address of data targeted for communications, and assembly name at the sender.

21. A communication unit that not only connects to, by way of a system bus, a controller comprising a variable table that associates and stores a real address of the memory in which data is stored with a variable name corresponding to the data, but also communicates with other communication units through a network, the communication unit having:

- a communication setup information memory device that stores in the communication unit communication setup information that identifies a variable name targeted for communications;
- a table that associates and stores the variable name targeted for communications and buffer area; and
- a variable solution device that obtains the real address corresponding to the variable name stored in the table by making an inquiry to the controller with predetermined timing, and stores and retains the table that associates the variable name with the obtained real address.

22. A method of solving variables in a programmable controller comprising a controller that operates and executes a programmed program and a communication unit that communicates with other communication units through a network, the method characterized in that:

- the controller has a variable table that associates and stores a real address of the memory in which data is stored with a variable name corresponding to the data;
- the communication unit has a communication setup information memory device that stores communication setup information identifying a variable name targeted for communications with other communication units, and a table that associates and stores the variable name targeted for communications and buffer area;
- the communication unit makes an inquiry to the controller about the real address corresponding to the variable name stored in the table;
- the controller, in response to the inquiry, refers to the variable table and sends back the real address corresponding to the variable name; and
- the communication unit creates and stores a table that associates the returned real address with the variable name targeted for communications.

23. A communication unit that not only connects to, by way of a system bus, to a controller comprising a variable table that associates and stores a real address of the memory in which data is stored with a variable name corresponding to the data, the communication unit having:

- in the communication unit,
  - a table that associates and stores a variable name targeted for communications and buffer area;
  - a communication establishment device that receives a request for establishment of communications for identifying the variable name targeted for communications from other communication units; and
  - a variable solution device that obtains the real address corresponding to the variable name stored in the table by making an inquiry to the controller with predetermined timing, and stores and retains the table that associates the variable name with the obtained real address.

24. A method of solving variables in a programmable controller that comprises a controller that operates and executes a programmed program and a communication unit that communicates with other communication units through a network, the method characterized in that:

- the controller has a variable table that associates and stores a real address of the memory in which data is stored with a variable name corresponding to the data;
- the communication unit has a communication establishment device that receives a request for establishment of communications for identifying a variable name targeted for communications from other communication units, and a table that associates and stores a variable name targeted for communications and buffer area;
- the communication unit makes an inquiry to the controller about the real address corresponding to the variable name stored in the table;
- the controller, in response to the inquiry, refers to the variable table and sends back the real address corresponding to the variable name; and
- the communication unit creates and stores a table that associates the returned real address with the variable name targeted for communications.

25. A communication unit that not only connects to, by way of a system bus, a controller comprising a variable table that associates and stores a real address of the memory in which data is stored with a variable name corresponding to the data, but also communicates with other communication units through a network, the communication unit having:

- in the communication unit,
  - a communication establishment device of receiving a table that associates and stores a variable name targeted for communications with the other communication units and buffer area, and a request for establishment of communications for identifying the variable name targeted for communications from the other communication units; and
  - a variable solution device that obtains the real address corresponding to the variable name included in the request for establishment of communications by making an inquiry to the controller with timing after communication establishment device receives the request for establishment of communications, and stores and retains the table that associates the variable name and the obtained real address.

26. A method of solving variables in a programmable controller comprising a controller that operates and executes a programmed program and a communication unit that communicates with other communication units through a network, the method characterized in that:

- the controller has a variable table that associates and stores a real address of the memory in which data is stored and a variable name corresponding to the data;
- the communication unit has a communication establishment device of receiving a request for establishment of communications for identifying a variable name tar-
targeted for communications from other communication units, and a table that associates and stores the variable name targeted for communications and buffer area;

the communication unit makes an inquiry to the controller about the real address corresponding to the variable name included in the request for establishment of communications by receiving the request for establishment of communications for identifying the variable name targeted for communications from the other communication units;

the controller, in response to the inquiry, refers to the variable table and sends back the real address corresponding to the variable name; and

the communication unit creates and stores the table that associates the returned real address with the variable name targeted for communications.

27. A controller system connected by and configured by a plurality of programmable controllers through a network, the controller system characterized in that:

the plurality of programmable controllers comprise not less than one each of the programmable controller according to claim 12 and the programmable controller according to claim 15, and

data transmission and reception between the plurality of programmable controllers are conducted by identifying data, using the identification information.

28. A controller system connected by and configured by a plurality of programmable controllers through a network, the controller system characterized in that:

the plurality of programmable controllers comprise not less than one each of the programmable controller according to claim 12 and the programmable controller according to claim 18, and

data transmission and reception between the plurality of programmable controllers are conducted by identifying data, using the identification information.

29. A controller system connected by and configured by more than one programmable controller through a network as of claim 12, further comprising more than one programmable controller comprising a controller that operates and executes a programmed program and a communication unit that communicates with other communication units through a network, the programmable controller characterized by:

the controller having a variable table that associates and stores a real address of the memory in which data is stored with a variable name corresponding to the data; and the communication unit having:

a table that associates and stores a variable name targeted for communications with other communication units and buffer area;

a variable solution device that obtains the real address corresponding to the variable name stored in the table by making an inquiry to the controller with predetermined timing, and stores and retains a table that associates the variable name with the acquired real address; and

a communication establishment device that receives the communication setup information for identifying the variable name targeted for communications from the other communication units through a network.

communication setup information for a certain communication target is stored in one of communication units on the sending side or receiving side of the communication target;

the communication setup information stored therein is the information that associates the variable name of the local station targeted for the communication, variable name of a counterpart station, information for distinguishing transmission/reception and address information identifying a communication counterpart;

the communication unit comprising the communication setup information is capable of issuing a request for establishment of communications together with at least the variable name of the counterpart station to the communication unit that does not have the communication setup information;

the communication unit that does not have the communication setup information is capable of determining whether to authorize the request for establishment of communications, and, if it authorizes, issuing an approval notice together with a connection ID to be used in communications; and

communications between the communication units are conducted by using the connection ID and identifying a communication target.

30. The controller system as of claim 29, characterized in that:

the connection ID is set to a group resulting from grouping of more than one communication target having same communication conditions; and

use of the connection ID enables more than one communication target to be communicated all together.